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Fair weather will continue.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

jCity, 111., in the spring of 1903, ob-- I
tained $760.
A
Policemen Timothy Devine and
Charles Pennell, shot in August, 1902
when tljey surprised Spencer and a
man named Murphy breaking into a
house.
Fannie Thompson, whose body was
found January 1, 1908, gagged and
bound iu bed in a Michigan avenue
rooming house. Robbed of diamonds
MURDERER OF MRS. REXROAT IS worth $1,200.
STRIKERS ACCUSED OF DAMAG-- ,
Former wife, at Walkerville, Ont
CAPTURED BY CHICAGO
ING
STRUCTURE
IN
Beaten to death and bdy burned.
POLICE
COLORADO
She was a New York widow, name
forgotten.
Former wife, first name Nellie, near IS
FREEDOM
WITH
HE TALKS
IN
HUERFANO
COUNTY
Fort Montgomery, N. Y. Beaten to
!
death in Woods. Robbed of $300 and
DESCRIBES
THE MANNER IN diamond worth $800.
GUARDS AND. WORKMEN FROM
WHICH HE HID HIS VICTIMS'
PRYOR ARE RUSHED TO
Former maid to Helen Gould.
BODIES
Aged man in Washington Park last
THE SCENE
spring. Shot and body thown in la

CONFESSES

THAT

HE KILLED

BRIDGE BLOWN

20

UP BY CHARGE

Of DYNAMITE

PERSONS

HAD A WEAKNESS FOR WOMEN
OVER HALF OF THE UNFORTUN
ATES WERE OF THE FAIRER
SEX

goon. (Jot $200 in cash.
Two girls at Delavan

Lake, Wis
in June. Killed with hammer, and
bodies thrown into lake.
Woman in a house near Cook coun
ty hospital. Used hammer and murn-eclothes. Got $140 and rings.
Woman in house at Fulton and
streets, about eight months ago.
Used hammer and burned clothing.
Robbed house.
Saloonkeeper on Van Burent street,
near Aberdeen. Shot man and wounded wife while robbing saloon.
Man shot and killed in alley under
South Side elevated about a aar
d

ITal-stea-

Chicago, Oct. Z As one
C another of the "murders"
fessea toT)y Marry Spenver
disproved today the police

after
con- -

were
were

practically convinced that while
he was the murderer o Mrs. Mil- dreT
the rest of
his monstrous story was mostly
4 fiction, engendered in a drug- Allison-Rexroa-

t,

ago.
Mrs.
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Allison-Rexroa-

t,

TO

EXERT

INFLUENCE ON
COURT
A. RYAN GIVES DAMAGING

AGAINST

GOV-

Harbor-T-Miehiga-

De-Kal-

WILL NOT AFFECT THE CASE
JUDGE

CtTLLEN

PART OF THE
THROWN

The testimony created a sensation
the court room and a hurried con-- :
ference of Governor Sulzer'a counsel
followed.
They asked that the con-- I
versation be stricken out. This re-- I
quest. Judge Cullen
granted. The
'court sustained Judge Cullen.
In

JUDGE

Investigations are now being conERNOR SULZER
ducted into the deaths of three other
sons, all of whom died in infancy and
under circumstances which become TOLD HIM TO
SEE BARNES
of interest now following the developin
ments
the present case. Urioste,
ENEXECUTIVE
old daughter DE.W3CRJ.TIC
however, has a
of whom he is very fond.
DEAVORED TO GET AID OF
REPD3DCAN LEADER

d

irriBtO-a-uOiorlt-

TRIED

TESTIMONY

Mildred
shot
near Wayne, September 25, and body
placed on railroad tracks.
Ida Oliver, killed with hammer No
Body thrown into
Chicago, Oct. 6. While the police vember 9, 1912.
are satisfied that Harry Spencer is drainage canal and recovered May 29,
guilty of many murders besides that 1913.
Unknown man and wife at Fox
of Mrs. Mildred Allison-Rexroathey
were forced to the conclusion today Lake, 111., in September, 1911, and employed at Pryor, an independent the
sleeper service between Denver and
that his statement that he murdered bodies thrown in lake.
property.
Los Angles will; be increased again
Unknown man who brushed against
20 persons is an exaggeration.
Armed guards that yesterday frus- ia December.
street and trated a planned invasion of Sopris
Spencer is addicted tosthe opium him at Forty-seconhabit, a symptom of which is a. Indiana avenue, last spring. Shot, by strikers, are on duty at that camp
weird and grotesque imagination. body dragged into alley and robbed. today, but report no attempt has
Some years ago the police had ocSaloonkeeper in Park Row killed been made to enter the camp to reach FANS IflLli HAVE TO
casion to investigate his condition about two months ago and robbed.
the force of men at work.
Mrs. Conners, killed at St. Joseph,
and learned that while in prison in
SPEND
NIGHT OUT
Joliet on a, charge of , larceny the Mich.
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul rail
TU& matt'' jvhoelafjrts
hid regarded' him
thisa)fnrwt
aid Spencer. 1
as mentally defective and from tune unbelievable record is a Chicago pro "J guess they were on a vacation. I ALL THE RESERVED SEATS FOR
confined him in the finfirm- - duct. He does not know his real
WORLD'S SERIES OPENER
acquainted with them. They both,
,ary. , Ke told fellow prisoners of name and the first he remembers he had jeewlry and money. I told them
ARE SOLD
having committed several murders. was in the Home for the Friendless, of an exclusive dauce that was supAfter he was released from the pris- located within a block of the scene posed to bo held and they wanted to
New York, Oct. 6. This, the day
on he came to Chicago nd visited of his arrest last night. He has spent ; o. I took one around one side of beTore
opening of the world's series
detective headquarters where he said half of his 32 years In the state peni (he lake and shot her and the other baseball games in New York, foimJ
he wanted to "live square" and asked tentiary at Joliet. He was sentenced I killed with a hammer and pushed the vanguard' of fans
pouring into .lhe
to be assisted to employment. He twice for, robbery and was returned iler body off a high precipice."
on every train.
city
told Frank Shennessy, secretary to twice following Violation of nai'ole-5Tun rt)iPl-nddprl to Snnn- Baseball writers from far and near
Ile is short, weighs about 145 Ler's Ions list in his amplified con- - trooped into the
Chief of Defectives Halpin, that he
city for their annual
had committed several
murders. pounds, wears glasses and has the fusion "when' he told of having mur- - meeting tnis arternoou. There was
woman at! Fox Lake, the usual talk that speculators' had
Shennessy identified him today and appearance of a clerk, whoselife has'dered a man-ansaid thai at the time of Spencer's known little excitement. He has been m,, jn September.
secured a choice allotment of reserved
visit in search of employment he a worshipper, at the prayer meetings
"i was working at Round Lake, seats. The casual fan who arrived
considered the man mentally un- of the Immanuel Baptist church and m., and a man and woman got off a today found ail the 8,000 reserved
attended the wedding of Its pastor's train there by mistake. They wanted seats
sound.
disposed of and nothing left
Dispatches from Detroit, Delavan aaugnter tnree nignts before he ac to go to Fox Loke. I quit my job for him to do but get in line at the
Lake, Wis., and Goshen, N. Y.,; today companied Mrs. Rexroat on a train and got a horse and buggy and drove Polo grounds early tomorrow morning
to Fox Lake with them. Then I took when the 30,000 unreserved
further shook official faith in the near Wayne and killed her.
seats
The proceeds of Spencer's crimes them aioimd and showed them the were thrown
confessions. Investigations at these
open.
to
have
more than $10,000 country. One day took the man out
amounted
points, while not absolutely disprovIf was said that it was doubtful
ing Spencer's statements, indicated in the last year, according to his con- - and killed him. I told the woman her whether Snodgrass, the Giants' center
that there was little likelihood that fession. He has spent the money in husband had gone to Round Lake for fielder, who is suffering with a
the Twenty-seconstreet district, the day and then took her out in a "charley horse," would be able
they were true.
to
Some time will be necessary, the where he said he had been a big, beat and killed her and threw her take
,
part in the series. Doyle's Inin
cafes.
the
police say, .before the truth in Spen- spender
hody in., the water."
jured shoulder Is in good shape and he
"I killed Mrs. Rexroat because she-cer's story can be srrted.
Spencer talked lurther of the
will be in the opening game. If Snod"Some of his stories are probably
trying to make a sucker out otlfcg of two men a number of years grass does not play it is
probable that
fiction," said Captain Halpin today, me," he said. "She told me I was!llS0 on the shore of I.ke Michigan Sharer will be In his place in the
':
"but on the whole I believe he is al- responsible for her condition and how
7Aoa City, 111.
field and Herzog
will go to third
most as great a criminal as he claims badly she needed $300. We intended; "Niedmeyer, the street car bandit, base.
to be."
going east to be maried but I decided mid I killed the pair on the way to
The woman Spencer a?d he mur- right then to put her out of the way Zion City," tie prisoner said. "It
dered liear the county hospital was and save all that, trouble. I d'.dn'l was not long, before Niedemeyer was
SATURDAY'S FOOTBALL
shown "By police records today to murder her for the ring. I took it; hanged but I cannot remember the
At New Haven Maine university,
have been Mrs. Annabel Wright, who because it was there."
date.
0; Yale, 0.
Ten of Spencer's victims were womwas beaten on the" head last DecemAt Cambridge
"The two men cyme to Chicago and
Harvard, 14; Bates,
wanted to jrc to Zion City. Niede- 0.
ber, robbed of $50 and two diamond en,
Spencer- - gave further details of. meyer started with them and killed
At Princeton Princeton, 69; Ford-ham- ,
pings, and who succumbed to her
tne
murder of Policemen Devine and and robbed them on the way. We
June
last.
19,
0.
injuries
The detectives and the police today Pennell in August, ' 1912, at West; placed their bodies on planks and
At Hanover Dartmouth 53; Colbegan their investigation of the al- Congress street and South Ashland shoved them in lake."
by, 0.
most unparalleled confession last avenue.
Anotfier Murder Mystery
At Ithaca Cornell, 37; Oberlin,12.
"I and a 'pal' named Murphy
At Philadelphia Pennsylvania, 10;
Mystery still shrouds the murder
night of Henry Spencer that he is
the murderer of more than 20 per were on a back porch of a house :'of Miss Ida G. Leegson, an art stu- - Lafayette, 0.
sons. Possessing evidence to support down there preparing to enter the dent who was lured by a telephone
At Marshall Field Chicago, 21;
ss.ld
his admission that he killed Mrs. Mil-- place,
Spencer.
"Murphy call to the prairie south of the city Indiana 7
knocked over a tub and we hid in a Saturday and strangled with a silken
dred
the dancing.-In-At Ann
48;
structor, on September 25, the au- yard nearby. men me ponce came cord, After her identification little Case, 0.
thorities are convinced that they will and Murphy and I emptied our re-- ; has been found to indicate a motive! At "Evanston Northwestern
10;
"
; for
in a short time confirm Sepncer's volvers at. them and ran."
the crime.
T.r.k
Forest, 0
The prisoner told the police of kill-- j
Hurried
guilt as to many If not all of the
Al Camp Randall Wisconsin, 68;
investigation has shown
crimes he says he committed.
hvj: two girls at Lake Delavan, Wis., only that she led an exemplary life, Lawrence, 7.
After his arest last night for the last Getober. He said he shot one had no men callers at any of the
At Belolt Beloit college, 116;
Rexroat murder, which was made at and killed the other by hitting her on places where she resided and she is
Normal, 0.
the home of a woman who had noti- the head with a hammer. He said not thought to have possessed any
At Minneapolis Minnesota,
25;
fied the police of his coming, detec- both bodies were thrown into the lake. large amount of money.
Ames college, 0.
tives went to Spencer's room where Spencer said he robbed neatly every
Miss Leeghon was a graduate of
At Iowa City Iowa university, 45;
they found the rattan suit case which room in the leading hotels at Delavan the. University of Chicago, a sclupture Normal, 3.
the tango teacher had taken with her lake before committing the murders pupil of Lorado Taft and student at
At Sana. Francisco New Zealand,
on her fatal trip to Wayne, 111.
and fleeing.
the Art Institute. Her murder mark- 19 ; , Olympic club, 0.
Tiy morning Spencer had
"One of the two women I kilted at ed' the end of a long and pitiful strugasserted
At Lincoln Nebraska, 19; "Washthat he bed sent the folowing to their Delavan Lake was a school teacher gle to malce her way as a sculptor.
burn college, 0.
graves:.
from Oskaloosa, la., and the other
At Laramie Colorado
university,
One of two farmers, shot near Zion was the wife of the auditor of the
(Continued on Page Five.)
7; Wyoming, 0.
crazed' mind.
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6, 1913.

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 6. Francisco
Rivera y Urioste is in Jail here charg-ed with the murder of his year and a
half old son, and the coroner's jury
decided that the infant, Filiberto Rivera, came to its death due and owing
to ill treatment received at the hands
of its father.
The jury also found
18 distinct wounds on the
child's
body, some of them healed over, showing that they had been made months ALLAN

SUFFRAGE LEADER ARRESTED
London, Oct. 6. The militant suf
fragette were deprived of one of
'
Kenney,
THEY HAVE GREAT DIFFICULTY their, leaders, Miss Annie
was arrested on the platform of
who
IN ENTERING SOPRIS, NEAR
a London music hall in the course of
TRINIDAD
a meeting today to mark the recommencement of hostilities.
Miss Kenney was released from priTrinidad, Col., Oct. 6. Report of
the dynamiting of a D. s R. G. rail son after a "hunger strike" two months
road bridge between Munson and the ago. She was undergoing a term of
Pryor mine in Huerfano county was 18 months' imprisonment for con'
received here today. The explosion spiracy. The arrest today brought
took place about midnight.
a scene of wild excitement in the
One pillar was torn out and the crowded hall.
bridge set on fire. A force from
Pryor was rushed to the, scene and
The bridge
extinguished1 the ifire.
NEW SERVICE ON LIMITED
was not put out of service, and trains
The eastbound limited, beginning
are going over it today.
today, will carry Penver
sleepers
That the dynamiting was done by from Los Angeles twice a week, instriker was the declaration of Un- stead of only once a week. The
der Sheriff Dave Farr of Huerfano westbound limited, consequently, will
county this morning and an investiga- take cars from Denver to Los Angeles
tion is being made. No guards are twice a week.. It is expected that

DEPUTIES
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TO
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Albany, N. 7., Oct 6 Allan A.
Ryan testified at tne impeachment
triJu of Governor Sttlzer this afternoon that Sulzer requested him to
go to WTTshfffgton and ask Senator

Root to use his influence to get William Barnes to attempt to induce republican senators of the impeachment court to hold that the impeachment proceeHThga were invalid.
Allan A. Uyan, a son ot Thomas F.
Ryan, was questioned concerning a
telephone conversation which he said
he had.wjth Governor Sulzer in which
he said he referred the governor to

EXPRESS RATES CUT
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 6. Reductions in the express rates, both interstate and Intrastate, ranging from 25
to 60 per cent, have been agreed upon between
the state
corporation
commission and the Wells Fargo, Adams, Globe and United States
Express companies, all operating in New
Mexico, and the new tariff will go
into effect In from 60 to 90 davs.
NO MORE DRINK

Denver, Oct. 6. The state supreme
court decided that hotels and restaurants must conform to the midnight
and Sunday closing law;, and not
serve liquors, even with meals, during the proscribed hours.

Mr. McGlone.
Mr. Ryan was temporarily excused
and I. V. McGlone was called1 to the
witness stand. He said he had been

10

ABOUT
FALL

PAID

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 6 The at
torney general has rendered to the
state auditor an opinion regarding
the payment o the salary of Judge G
A.
Richardson, the additional judge
in the Fifth district, provided for at
the last session of the legislature. It
appears that no specific appropriation was made for the additional
Judsre, although an appropriation
of
was made for the payment
36,000
of the salaries of the eight judges.
The opinion rendered by Mr. Clancy
is very lengthy. However, in brief it
may be said that he refers to the fact
that the constitution fixes the salary
of the district judges as well as other
officers.

EVIDENCE
OUT

REBELS' CAPITAL

GENERAL

COMMAES, FEDERAL
MANDER, EXPECTS AN EARLY
SURRENDER

BREAKING

THROUGH

LINES

CONSTITUTIONALIST TROOPS ARE
DEFEATED IN SERIES OF
SKIRMISHES
SINALOA, TOO, IS TOTTERING
THE

INSURRECTOS
REPORTED
TO HAVE ROUTED HUERTA'S
SOLDIERS

Piedras Negras,, Oct. 6. Advices
received from Allendo say that General Maes, the federal commander,
has forced his way through the constitutionalist lines at Peyotea and
that the federals expect to take possession of this city, the rebel capital,
within a few hours.
The reports were not confirmed, but
another rush of refugees began to the
American side, pagla Pass, Tex., authorities promptly established a rigid
quarantine
gainst Mexico ana all
refugees were held on the Mexican
side.
Toi Punish Border Runners
El Paso, Tex, Oct C Hard sledding in federal court is predicted for
tjorder runners and ammunition smugglers as a result of the charges
to the United States grand
jury by Judge T. S. Maxey this morning. The judge instructed to find indictments where'it found that person
had been engaged' in traffic in ammunition or arms on tbis s.,.; of h
y it, if hlk, cf
attempted to W o ti
the river into MexiccCif the "intent'-tsmuggle was apparent.
At the spring term of court Judge
Maxey instructed the grand jury to
luusti only wnere actual attempts to
smuggle could be proved. The supreme coUrt of the United States reversed him and his charge today was
the result.

SUES FOS
10,000
private secretary to Thomas F. Ryan
for 12 years. He said he talked with
Governor gulzer in October, 1512.
FOR GUNSHOT WOUND
"I went to Bilker's office," said
Mr. McGlone.
"He spoke about hTs
said
there was no ques- JOSJ5 CLEIvlENTE SANDOVAL ASKS
I
campaign.
DAMAGES FROM BENIGNO
tion about his" election.' He said no,
,JARS.MILLO
there was not, but he wanted me to
iriairi "a" personal ca15?iCsrt:; ;3..-j-l
The' case of 'Jose Wemente Sandothe organization ought to supply the
val
against Benigno Jaramillq was
his
said
no,
He
for
money
campaign.
he needed certain money for his on trial before Judge D. J. Leahy this
morning. The men involved reside
campaign through the state.
"Tie" said he needed some money. in, Antonchico, Guadalupe county. The
Sandoval brings a. suit
I told him I could not get it to him plaintiff
Jaramillo for $10,000 damwiTTTJmt consulting somebody else.
I against
told him I'd do that and that I'd give ages, alleging In his complaint that
it to him when he got back from his Jaramillo willfully and maliciouslv
shot him In the month of April, 1910.
campaign trip. I spoke to somebody
Jaramillo, who Is a large ' sheep
else about it and we agreed to give
him a sum of money which we did owner, was lambing- his flocks in
Aviation Squad for Federals
after he got back. He said he want- April, 1910, and the plaintiff was
New
York, Oct. 6 Eighteen younged $7,500, or as much as he could working as cook at the camp. As he
Mexican
cadet3 have arrived here on
into
the tent where the sup- -'
stepped
get."
their way to Mexico
after four
were
and
was
plies
stooping!
Mr. Ryan was then recalled and
kept
down to get some potatoes from a months of diligent practice In aviation
a
conversation
questioned regarding
in the school of the French army at
he had with Governor Sulzer a week box, the plaintiff states that Jara- "Versailles and will
leave soon for
before convening of the impeachment millo appeared in the door of the tent Mexico
to
form
the
aerial corps
City
a
with
Jn
rifle
his
hand
and dischargccrrt. He said thnt he. had seen the
of the federal army.
- the bullet
ed
a
shot
at
him,striking
governor alone at his New York office.
The party was treated to an nnex-petthim in the right ankle.
"He made certain requests of mu,"
surprise as their vessel came
Sandoval
and
had
JaramlHo
had
the witness began, in relating the conthe
into
harbor yesterday afternoon!
some trouble during the day and the
versation. "He asked me to go to
e
when a
passed over
as
reason
that
for
a
plaintiff
Washington and see Senator Root for Jaramillo gives
steamerthe
The
Mexican
airmen
shooting him. The plaintiff
him."
in the efficiency o?
have
faith
great
states
he
a
that
suffered
great deal
Judge Herrick and Attorney Mar- from the
French monoplane as a dewound and that it took ner-l- y the light
shall of the governor's counsel made
two years for it to heal, and even structive agent. The machines which
strenuous objections.
Mexico have all been, purat" this time he is compelled to walk they use in
"What did he say to you on the
in France.
chased
with a cane and can do tio work.
subject of his approaching trial?"
It is understood that Jaramillo will
"He told me," said the witness, "if
No Real Provisional Government
claim
that the rifle was discharged
I was subpoenaed before the commit
soon
as he realWashington, Oct. 6. Officers of the
tee not to pay any attention to th accidentally; that as
ized the bullet had struck Sandoval constitutionalist junta here declare
subpoena."
he rode four miles to Antonchico, se- no loan has been negotiated by Gov"The Frawley committee?" asked
cured the services of Dr. Martin, had ernor Carranza, their chief, but say-foMr. Stanchfield.
the wounded man conveyed to his own
proposals are pending.
"He said no one had a right to
home and clld all he could to make
Their version of a report that Car-ranme."
subpoena
him comfortable.
has. proclaimed a provisional
The case hardly
The answer was stricken out.
at Hermosillo i3 that a
will be concluded! today.
government
"He also said he wanted the trial
'government has ha-to be declared illegal," the witness
formed to administer the affairs of the
continued, "and that he hoped it
HITE TAKES CHARGE
"
states in revolution.
H. HI. Hite, for the past several
would be held that the assembly in
extraordinary session had no right to months proprietor of the Merchants'
Sinaloa Falls to Rebels
impeach him He asked me to go to cafe, this morning too t charge of
"
6. Messages
Ariz., Oct.
Douglas,
Rothe
Hotel
room
of
tne
Washington
dining
Another objection by Mr. Herrtck maine and will run that part of the dated at Hermosillo, capital of Son-or- a,
stated today that the city of Sinstopped the answer.
hostelry in the future. C. C. Clayton
"Didn't you have a talkwith Gov- has purchased the Merchants' cafe aloa, which General iturbo attacked",
with 2,000 constitutionalist troops two
ernor Sulzer wjth reference to influ- and will operate it.
ago, had fallen. Tho victorious
days
ence on the action of this court?"
Hite
will
have
;oomplete
JP.'
Before he could be stopped by; an charge of the cuisine at the Romaine constitutionalists entered tho ciiy yesobjection the witness answered "yes." and intends to establish an excellent terday. The dispatch fives no
"State that conversation," said At- service. J. D. Bloom has taken
torney Stanchfield, after Judge Cul- charge of the hotel as manager and
len ruled that the witness might an- will run the establishment on the
BANK SAFE BLOWN
swer.
same plan as it has tnn operated
"He asked me to go to Washing- since Mr. Fielding leased it.
Honey Creek la., Oot. S.S;f ilo
Mr. Fielding has not relinquish.;! era secured $2,20 from the Broi.
ton," Ryan replied, "to sea Senator
Root and request him to sea William his lease on the hotel .aim does not men's bank here last nisht. The robBarnes and get him to endeavor to Intend to do so. but he 1ms made bery was not discovered until ':'!,'
members of this these arrangements so that the hotel today. S5?rITf T.imbey and a p.
have repub'Ican
body to vote that this court had no will' not, interfere with his picture from Conne!' T:'''..':ij -f in
the
business.
right to try him to impeach him."
cd
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, MONDAY,

BANKERS EXPECT THORPE
ESTABLISHED

Published

1879.

STRENUOUS

By

THE OPTIC PUBLISHING

PADGETT.

IMIi

IN WOMEN'S

SESSIO
EDITOR

6, 1913.

AUTHORITATIVE STYLES

FOR

CO.

(Incorporated.)
M. M.

GOOD

OCTOBER

ll'fip

a

FINANCIERS
OF' THE COUNTRY THE BIG INDIAN LIKELY WILL BE
TO DISCUSS l4lE CURRENCY
REGULAR PLAYER WITH
1914 GIANTS
LEGISLATION

-

.,-

SUITS, COATS AND DRESSES

11

M

Never have the new season's styles been more attractive and desirable nor has such
i
New York, Oct. 0. Jim Thorpe, 8
an excellent variety of popular styles been shown as you will now find in our ready-to-wea- r
the Sac and Fox Indian, of Olympic
department.
games and football fame, who has
Exclusiveness, and a distinct individuality, mark every garment, imparting to the
spent the summer learning professional baseball under the tutelage of John
wearer that elusive, indefinable quality which distinguishes the well dressed women.
J. McGraw, is beginning to show
"Wooltex'' and "Printzess" garments, together with our othei lines gives us an exsigns of developing into a big league
ceptionally
large variety of the season's most stylish garments and enables us to offer a
clayer. Although he has time little
can not be surpassed.
that
in
quality
Giants
toward aiding the
winning
the National league pennant cf SI 3
Come in ana try on some of these beautiful garments, and tee what excellent
since he signed a New York club convalue you can get for your money.
tract, Thorpe has not washed his time
spent upon the players' bench. Ac3002 S
cording to other members of the
to
club the Indian will be ready
tT'.K II. IlWk To.
break into fast company before the
Copyright 1913 The H. Bteclt Co.
middle of the 1914 season if he continues to improve next spring at the
pace he has been maintaining in the
ATTRACTIVE
past few months.
so
Thorpe proved absolutely green,
The new patterns and designs in piece goods are more than
far as big league baseball was conWe are showing a large and varied line of the most approved
when
he
cerned,
ordinarily attractive. We are showing an excellent variety of
joined the Giants'
and desirable styles in Fall Millinery, including a large number
new and desirable Dress Fabrics in both Silk and Wool. Beautitraining squad at Marlin
Springs,
of Gage models. These styles are the best from the several
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bonds.
Mr. Marron lias
refused and his answer sets forth
that he still refuses to invest the
school moneys in securities bearing
a lower rate of interest than the
funds are earning at present, in spite
of the order of the 'loan board, consisting of the governor, secretary of
state and the attorney general.
The treasurer asserts m his answer
that he "intends to continue the
funds which have heretofore been on
deposit with various banks in said
banks until some other form of investment is found yielding an equal
or greater per cent of interest to said
fund than is now being received from
the said banks therefor."
Mr. Marron says mat when he
qualified "he received $110,453.52 of
permanent school funds of the state
legally and properly invested by the
territorial treasurer as follows: First
National bank of Las Vegas, $72,- -

state road

FILES A

MARRQN

REPLY TO THE

STATE

TO

READY

TREASURER.

FIGHT MANDAMUS 'ACTION
REGARDING SCHOOL FUND

Santa Fe, Oct. 6 State Treasurer
has filed his answer to
'
the writ of mandamus from the supreme court sued out aginst him at
,the Instance of the state land board
with, the treasurer's approval as a
means of getting into the courts the
controversy regarding the investment of the state school funds in the
O. N. Marron,

.

First National of Tucumcari, fund. On an opinion from the attorFirst State Bank and ney genera' the treasurer addressed
Trust company of Roswell, $15,083.78. a letter to each bank in the state askThe banks were paying interest as ing bids for the deposit of the funis
follows: First National of Las Vegas, and thereafter deposited them with
4.6 per cent; First National of Tu- the State Bank of Commerce of Clayper cent, the bank being
cumcari, 51-- per cent; First State ton, at 6
of Roswell, 51-- per cent. Mr. Mar- solvent and safe and approved by the
ron states that the hanks gave boni governor, anditor and treasurer, bond
of a solvent, reliable surety company being given Tn due and satisfactory

076.26;

$23,293.48;,

1-- 2

8

4

in the penalty of twice the amount
of the deposit, "the bonds being approved by the governor, auditor and
treasurer. The treasurer states the
monies still remain on deposit in the
same banks, which are thoroughly
solvent and the bonds as ample security as ever, while the interest is
still paid at the same rate. The answer further shows that in addition
to the foregoing monies, $10,587.31
was paid to the treasurer on November 22, 1912, by the United States to
the credit of the permanent schdol

6, 1913.
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Wcndafcl
Elcsd Remedy
Brings Health to a Host of
Sufferers.
Tha remarkable
action of S. S. S. In
'tha blood Is given
impetus by a letter
received from Earl
C. Cook, 708 South
Center St., Bloom-ingto111. He says,
"I suffered several
months and took
treatment here, but

WALTER JOHNSON

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

AND DAUBERT

Santa Fe, Oct. 6. R. r. Donoho of
Tucumcari, has been appointed special deputy of the state banking department, and placed in charge of
the First State Bank of Tucumcari,
which closed Its doors Thursday. L.
B. Wooters, deputy bank examiner,
took charge Friday and after consultation with parties interested R. P.
Donoho was placed in charge pending the appointment of a receiver by
the court. His bond was fixed at
Mr. Wooters will return to
$25,000.
Santa Fe tomorrow.
Foreign Corporation Enters
The Railway Ice company of Newton, Kas., a foreign, corporation, has
entered the state and has filed the
necessary papers with the state corIts agent is B.
poration commission.

WINNERS

form and amount. The money is
still in the Clayton bank earning 6
AND
WASHINGTON
BROOKLYN
per cent. It is pointed out that the
AUTOS
MEN ARE AWARDED
legislature in the 1913 session passed
FOR GOOD WORK
House Joint Resolution No. 14, directing the investment of the school
Chicago, Oct. 6. Jake Daubert, the
funds in banks offering the highest
first baseman in the Naobtained relief only
Brooklyn
rate of interest with proper surety
for a few days at a
tional and Walter Johnson, WashingBecoming
time.
company bonds. At a meeting of the
ton's famous pitcher, in the American
doubtful of results,
state loan board, June 16, 1913, the
I quit tha doctors.
are winners of the automobiles offertreasurer was authorized to again and there was marked Improvement
tha
ed to the players performing
from the start. I used thirteen bottles
ask for bids from the banks of the of S. S. S. and was
most valiant services for their teams
entirely cured. My
state. Bids were received from 36 blood was in a dreadful condition, and
in 1913.
The players were selected
I can not thank S. S. S. enough for my
banks, the Interest offered rnngh.g wonderful recovery."
by a vote of a committee of newspaThis preparation stands alone among
as high as '5.6 and 7 per cent. The
per men and the result was announcremedies as a blood purifier.
bids are made an exhibit accompany- specific
It is somewhat revolutionary in Its D. Oldham of Clovis, N. M.
ed here todoy.
ing Mr. Marron's answe.
composition, since it accomplishes all
Summoned to Leavenworth
In the National league, Cravath of
ever
was
claimed
for mercury,
On July 1 the loan board, after the that
Glenn A. Grey, district engineer in
iodides, arsenic and other destructive
Philadelphia was second choice, with
n
jtreajsijrer had teubmHtiOdl the lids, mineral drugs, and yet It is absolutely the hydraulic survey, Charles C. Cat-iD- Maranville of Boston third, and
a purely vegetable product. There are
John L. Zimmerman, A. S.
passed the following resolution:
of New York fourth.
more cases of articular rheumatism,
"Resolved, that all of the bids re- locomotor ataxia, paresis, neuritis and
of the state engineer's office,
In the American league," Jackson
ceived from the various banks for de- similar diseases resultant from the use and C. E. Linney of the weather buof minerals than from disease germ3
of Cleveland was second choice, folposits of the permanent school fund direct. These facts are brought out reau, have been summoned to Leav- lowed by Collins of Philadelphia and
be rejected for the purpose of invest- In a highly interesting book compiled enworth, Kas., to appear before the
Speaker of Boston, Bakr of Philadel-jhl- a
by the medicnl department of The
federal grand jury in the Mounday
ing said funds in the state highway Swift Specific Co., 192 Swift Bids., Atwas fifth.
bonds, the difference in the rate of lanta, Ga. It is mailed free, together case, in which he is charged with
in 1911 were Cobb of DeWinners
to
of
advice
all
a
with
letter
interest received which would be who arespecial
struggling with a blood dis- selling New Mexico land through mis- troit and Schulte of Chicago. Last
about four cents per annum per capi- ease.
year Speaker of the Boston Ameriof your representations.
Get' a bottle of S. S. S. y
ta of the school children as shown by drugprist.
Valencia County Schools
cans and Doyle of the New York
It will surprise you with Its
the last enrollment, being so small as wonderful action in the Wood.
The preliminary
of
the Nationals won.
report
o not accept anything claimed to
to be more than offset by the bene- be "Just
as good." There is nothing school situation in Valencia county
Freak Bets Offered
construc
from
to take the place of S. S. S.
tne
derived
to
be
else
fits
has been received by the state eduIn both New York and Philadelphia
tion of highways to the schools them-cational department. It shows school betting is already brisk on the outselves as well as to all other inter duty in attempting to force the treas in session in 14 districts, with 24 come of the world's series between
urer to invest the money in the road. teachers. Four districts
ests."
will hold the Giants and Athletics. Some freak
The treasurer further shows that bonds "against the judgment and be- nine months' school, two will hold bets have been offered and taken.
he advertised as directed by law for lief of your respondent as to the safe for eight months, four for seven Some of these bets follow:
bids on the state highway bonds and ty and propriety of the said invest- months, two for six, one for five and
Even money on the Giant3 and
of the one
on opening the bids on June 16, 1913, ment for the best interest
for three months. The average Athletics.
the highest bid received was 77 or school funTs."
teacher's salary is $61.70. Saturnino
Two to one that Bender does not
The answer is accompanied by Baca is the county
23 per cent discount upon the face
superintendent. win one game.
value of the bonds, which bids were numerous exhibits.
The school census of the county is
Four to one that Bender does not
reiected. The respondent declares
3,593 as" compared with s,38S
last win two games.
he has had no authorization to issue
year.
Seven to five that Mathewson dce3
the highway bonds or invest the FIVE MINUTE CUBE
School Enumeration
not win one game.
school funds therein except "such if
Five counties sent in their 1913
Three to one that Mathewson does
any as was contained in the direc
IF STOMACH IS BAD school enumerations this morning to not win two games.
tion to advertise the said highway
the state educational department.
series
to one that
Twenty-fivbonds for sale as above specified and
They are as follows: Chaves county, goes over four games.
in the resolution of July 1."
Two to one that the serits does
"pape's d1apeps1n" is quick- 5,402 in 1913 and 5.9S0 last year; VaThe treasurer declares that he be
lencia county, 3,593 in 1913 and 3.3S8 not go seven games.
surest indigestion
est,
lieves the board in rejecting the bids
last year; Torrance county, 2,303 In
Cure known
One hundred to one tbat the
of the banks did not intend to pass
3913 and 2,465 last year;
Roosevelt Giants do not win four straight.
You don't want a slow remedy county, 2,543 in 1913 and 3,033 last
upon the safety of such Investment
One hundred to onn that tha Ath
benefit to the school when your stomach is bad or an year; Guadalupe county, 4,383 in 1913 letics do not win four straight.
or
and 3,470 last year. The five counties
fund; that the board was convinced uncertain one or a harmful one
In New York one bet was recorded,
of the safety of the? investment prc-- your stomach is too valuable; you totaled 18,224 persons of school age at adds of four to five, that V- i bow-so- n
nnsed bv the banks, and that the mustn't Injure it with drastic drugs. in 1913 and 18,338 in 1912, a decrease
would pitch the first gtu;". Anamount of income to be thus derived
at ' even
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for its in the five counties of 114.
other bet was reported
was "greatly superior to the amount speed in giving relief; its harmless-ness- ; Form Game Protective Association money that Demaree would win h'a
which would he derived from Invest
its certain unfailing action In
The lovers of hunting in Quay first game. A third bet was that tho
ment in the highway bonds; but that regulatine sick, sour, gassy stom county have formed the Quay County series would go to six games. This
the said resolution was made by the achs. Its millions oi cures of indi Game Protective association, accord- bet was also at even money. One
saidl board with the
illegal and gestion, dyspepsia, gastritis and other ing fo a 'ette'r received by thei game Giant enthusiast offered one to four
wrongful purpose Intent and object stoifnTch trouble has made it famous warden from c. C. Chapman at Tu- that the Giants would win the first
of compelling your respondent to In the world over.
cumcari. iThTy ask for literature re- three games but found no takers.
vest the said school funds in the
Keep this perfect stomach doctor garding the open seasons, and state
Infinite are the variations on which
x
no in
Rtate hiehwav bonds because
your home keep it handy get a that in a few days they will forward the early betters hare laid their
other purchaser could be found there large fifty-cecase from, any drug to the state game warden the names money. One man bet even coney that
for who would bid in accordance store and" then if anyone should eat of reliable men who they want named the Atheltics would rjake more runa
with the terms of the statute auth something which doesn't agree with as deputies, who will assist in seeing during the total gume3 than the
orlzing the same."
them; if what they eat lays like lead, that the game laws are n,ot violated. Giants would. Another offered even
The respondent states his belief ferments and sours and forms gas;
money that the Atheltics would lead
that he cannot legally issue the high causes headache, dizziness and nauin hitting.
DESPONDENT
MELANCHOLY,
way bonds or sell tnem as an invest sea; eructations of acid and undiWOMEN
ment unless bids are duly advertised gested food remember as soon as are always afraid "something is goand othe'r bidders permitted to make Pape's Diapepsin comes in contact ing- to happen," and will naturally
offers as provided by the bond axS with the stomach all such distress see the dark side of everything when
"Your petitioner," says" the answer, vanishes. Its promptness, certainty tormented by headaches, backache,
"is further of the opinion that the and ease in overcoming the worst dizziness, nervousness, the tortures 1
state highway bonds are not a proper stomach disorders is a revelation to of a displacement, or an ulcerative,
source of investment for the perma- those who try it. Adv.
inflammatory condition. Such women
Drtrtow'
nent school fund for the reason that
should remember that for more than
the rate qf interest which would be
FESTIVITIES AT ST. LOUIS
thirty years Lydia E. PInkham's Vegsecured is much less than is offered
St Louisj Mo., Oct. 6. Thousands etable Compound' has been the safeby other perfectly safe and reliable of visitors are arriving in St. Louis guard of woman's health and restores
--- if
I
investments and much less than can for the annual fall carnival. The more women to health and happiness
be secured by the state for said festivities will be Inaugurated to- than any other
remedy and where
I
monies in various other forms of safe morrow night with the Veiled Pro- there is health there is no melaninvestment authorfzea by law."
phet's pageant and ball. Additional choly. Adv.
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way when you $
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This experiment to be

Would You
Add! y for the Job?
Thousands are tryingf the experiment every day in spite of the factfthat Jthe physicians
and government experts have proven:

.

That the average cup of coffee contains about

2

grs.

of caffeine;

That caffeine is attributed to be one of the principal
causes of headache, billiousness, heart disease, indigestion
and kidney, liver and bowel trouble;
That caffeine in doses as small as that contained in two
average cups of coffee has killed rabbits, guinea pigs and
other animals of the laboratories of the Gov't in Washington and elsewhere.
To be sure a guinea pig or rabbit may weigh but a pound or two, while the average
human may weigh 100 times as much.

For YOU!?

Thk ptadant
Silver Spoon
you use
EMPRESS

h

A few cups of coffee or a single cup (according to the resistance of the individual) wil
not kill, but the poison is there and ran be added to day by day.

That's why so many coffee drinkers suffer from headache, dizziness, indigestion and
other symptoms referable to the poison effect on heart, liver, nerves, kirkeys and stomach.

r

If you know coffee has no bad effect on your particular case and you like it, why, bless
e
mark by some symptoms of
your heart, stick to it, but if coffee drinking leaves its
'
of
mind, it's a good idea to stop and use
physical discomfort or peace
tell-tal-

..

n

u

(j

VQDbuJ

made of prime wheat and the juice of southern sugarcane,
when cream is added, which tastes
blend turning to golden-browmakes a rich,
much like real Oriental Java but is absolutely free from the coffa drug, "caffeine."
Postum comes in two forms. One, called Regular Postum, must be boiled full 15
minutes.

This pure

food-beverag- e,

seal-brow-

n

n

The other, Instant Postum, is in powder form and a level teaspoonful in a cup of hot
water makes the beverage instantly
Grocers keep both kinds.

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM

r

n
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actual weakness appears and if so tering into discussion of players
whom to put in as his successor. that MsGraw will have the advantage
Snap decisions of many sorts 'are con- in the catcher's box, with the steady,
"Chief" Meyers as
stantly coming up to a manager. A imperturbable
St. Louis player recently told of a backstop. But at the same time the
TO
decision made by Bresnahan when he merits of Mark's new catcher, Schang,
was manager which saved a game are not to be overworked. World's
for the Cardinals against the Phillies. series contests are stuff out of which
Work With the Stick Will Win the World's Series, Says Fairplay in St. Louis was ahead, the Phillies at heroes are made, and it would not
the
with two men on bases, two be surprising if SiSC came out
the New York Post, Who Cites Events in Former Contests to out, bat
and Luderus at bat. At this with credit. On first base will be
Prove His Position Mack and McGravy Compared What juncture Geyer gave a base on balls, Merkle and "Stuffy" Mclnnis. Mer-kl- e NEW YORK AND PHILADELPHIA
EACH HAVE A WORLD'S
is a better fielder than Mclnnis,
Their Players Are Likely to Accomplish in the Struggle for filling the bases. Without an indoes' not bat as well as the Phila- - j
stant's
CHAMPIONSHIP
hut
Bresnahan
took
hesitation,
AT
Honors Which Begins Willi a Game in New York Tomorrow.
Geyer out, and put in Sallee, who delphlan by a largo margin. Merkle
New York, Oct. 6. When the Philstruck out the batter and ended the too, impresses me more as a mechanIt ia the fashion these days in deal-- and the spheroid sailed over the right game. This is merely cited as an ical fielder than one who uses his head adelphia Athletics and the New York
lot.
ing with the world's series champion- field fence, and out of the
example of the Bimpler forms of to the best advantage. If this were Giants meet in the initial game of
Mathew-son- ,
But
won
the
This
which
game.
begin
ship baseball games,
"guessing" that a anager is called not the case, he would have gone af the 1913 world's series on October 7,
who had defeated the Athletics upon to
between the Athletics and the
perform. Another of the same ter that foul fly in the last game j a peculiar combination of baseball
Giants at the PoU grounds, to rea- in the first game at the Polo grounds, sort: A game was on between the agolnst the Red Sox last season, and. complications will be resumed after
son in a rigid syllogistic manner, was still In the way, and had to be Phillies and the Boston Braves. Alex- not have allowed Meyers to attempt the lapse of two years. To begin
with the coming series will be in the
aligning established facts such as bat-- ! utsposed of if the Philadelphias were ander was pitching for Dooin, and to get it.
tion, were close, the victor's margin are still eligible for the 1913 games
Eddie Collins is a better second nature of rubber match since these never exceeding two
ting and fielding averages, and pos- to win the series. And it was Matty McDonald, the young Boston star,
ns and two follow:
tulating therefrom results of actual who was called to the box In thJ was at the bat. The Boston manager baseman and a better batter than two clubs have twice before figured games went to. etxra innings. The
Philadelphia
I.lay when the two teams meet in the next game, who took the mound with told McDonald to hit the first ball! Larry Doyle. There are certain sorts in world's series and each has a
1905.
eontest playfinal
the
was
exception
season's climacteric. In such deduc- everything at his command that he pitched, relying upon the probability of grouuders that Doyle is more like championship to its credit. In 1905, ed
G.
AthBat. Field.
the
when
at
Philadelphia,
tions, it seems to me, the psycholo- had ever had in his life. In the ninth that Alexander, knowing the tenden- ly to fumble than not the sort that two years after the opening of the letics broke down the Giants' defense Davis
5
.150
1,000
gical element is seriously neglected, inning the Giants had the score of cy of batsmen to let the first ball go zip to him without a bound, while existing series between the National and won
5 . .187
a score of 13 to 2. Of D. Murphy
1,000
by
Collins
0.
and
came
1
Post-Witto
up first,
says Fair Play in the New York
by, would put the ball over the plate, nothing is apt to get away from Col- and American league pennant win- all the
2
.000
in Bender 1,000
who
participated
players
New Yorkers breathed hard
stands crowded with howlln-;- , while the
thereby gaining the initial advantage lins. Doyle prepared for this great ners, the Philadelphia and New York the 1905 series but five wear the Plank .
.167
1,000
2,
had
bo
who
started
many of a called strike oversthe batsman. series by running his motor car into clubs were the rontenders.
this player,
pent-uThe uniforms of the Athletics and Giants
thousands, with a great stake break-u1911.
p
went
out
a
roller.
on'
rallies,
And the ball went over the plate true a telegraph pole. This may hurt his Giants trium.rhed in what in many
In view, with the various players hav1
.000
1,000
today. Danny Murphy, who played McTnnes
Two men to go out and the game was
.280
6
ing reputations to make or maintain, won. But the next man was Baker. enough, and McDonald whacked It game, if, in sooth, it, does not pre- respects was the most sensational second base; Davis, of first base Collins
.895
out of the lot. All this is "guessing" vent his playing altogether. Fletcher, world's series ever played. The New
with the whole atmosphere not alone
6
.909
.375
two
Bender
Baker
and
the
fame,
pitchers,
went the ball for a
McGraw and Mack are both supere-minen- t on form, is as good as Jack Barry, York team under McGraw won four
of the Polo grounds or Shibe Park, Crack! Away
.36S
.990
6
and Plank, are the Philadelphia vet- Barry .
the score was tied, and In
home
run;
electric
entire
the
o!
but
There are those at. the bat and in the field, while Sha-fe- r out of five games and every game of
country,
"guessers."
.1504
D.
.889
sole
6
the
is
Mathewson
while
Murphy
erans,'
extra inning3 the Athletics won who claim
is a better fielding third baseman the series was a shutout.
that either manager could
with thrill and intensity, a baseball the
.000
which
.000
1
team
of
survivor
Netf
the
York
Strunk
is
This
what hitting may have won the
the game.
Joe McGinn! ty, the Giants' "Iron Won the wold's
analyst, to my way of thinking, is
pennant, with any other than Baker, 'but while a fine hitter,
3
.091
baseball Bender .
1,000
highest
In
the
do
best
(lie
pitching
again
team in their league. This is going has not J. Franklin's clean-urecord. Man," was at the height of his pitch honors but
asking a great deal of a team col'
2
.000
1,000
eight years ago. Of the Piank .
world; nc' always, but when might
In the outfield Oldring, Strunk and ing career, while Christy Mathewson 29
pretty far, entirely too far, I think,
tively or individually to play absolute2
.250
who figured in the series Lapp 1,000
players
bat
are
the
timeliness
and
conjoined,
s
form.
because, after all, the chief qualifi- Murphy will oppose Burns, Snodgrass was just developing into a master of 1911 between these two clubs Thomas . ly true to
4
.083
1,000
over the arm.
cations of the two managers have and Murray. I do not see that eith- twirler. McGinnnity officiated at the four are
It Is all a matter of Individual tem prevails
New York
from the ranks of
missing
But lest these exhibitions of might been their
ability to pick and deve er trio has any especial advantage Polo grounds games while Matty did eligibles for the present conflict. Lord
1905.
perament, and very largely, too, a on the
of the Athletics be deempart
over the other. But I begin to perstars.
lop
chance
of
j
matter of that sequence
under
G.
is
no
of
Athletics
Bat. Field.
the
longer
ed flashes which might not occur
For neither Connie Mack nor John ceive I am doing the very thing delphia.. These two famous boxmen Mack's control and McGraw has re- - Mathewson
and opportunity that arises in base a;ra!n in a dozen world's
l,r0
let
series,
Who can proveTl effective in. every game exMcGraw fell heir to their stars, not against which I inveighed.
ball as In no otner game. An for
Becker and!
1911.
leased or traded
us examine past records of the men
tell
man
what any
will do beginning cept the second, when Connie Mack's
a bit of it. They dup up each and
It appeared after the world's of Mack. There was
B
Ames.
.'.IS
Merkle .
..!6
the world's seone or tnem, with the excep- tomorrow? All the men are game, al! Indian hurler, Bender, did even betevery
seiies struggle last fall that "the Red ries
.967
.104
and
6
The
averages
fielding
Doyle
batting
between this team and tion, in the case of
struggle
l.ut that
i"cx were a bet::'' tail
McGraw, of Chris will show their mettle all will com- ter, winning a 3 to 0 victory for his of the players who participated in
6
.190
.75
Herzog
the great Chicago Cubs In 1910.
So their present bine in the contribution of a great, club, the only one gained by the Ath the series of 1905 and 1911, and who Fletcher
topher Matewson.
the Giants played the better ball in Mack's
.SIS
6
...
.13)
were
the'n;
youngsters
players
tiie series," a statement
.714
likely to Chicago was a team of veterans tried, success is an encomium upon their absorbing, and memorable series of letics. The scores in the remarkable
000
6
...
Murray
series were as follows: New York 3,
judgment and ability to see ahead. games.
ii ike the casual follower of the sport
LOGO
.105
6
Snodgrass
true and mighty. In the very first To Mack
to
indication
New
the
3,
Every
the
credit
of
points
great Philadelphia 0; Philadelphia
as more or less contradictory, and yet
goes
changing
.C'.'D
3
1,000
Marquard game, in the second inning, Baker in a
assertion not at all
very material way the complex est attendance in che history of base- York 0; New York 9; Philadelphia 0;
fin
.TC-1,000
3
Mathewson
doubled. Davis sacrificed him to third,
''V
ion of
baseball. A decade ball at all games, both in New York New York 1, Philadelphia 0; New
An being so, It proves, if anything,
3
1,000
.50)
Gra nd all
and Murphy scored him with a sting- or so organized
"
ago he saw that as the game nd Philadelphia. How many games York 2, Philadelphia 0.
while
1bai,
analysis ing
preliminary
.?00
1,'lOP
6
inMeyers
single. Then, in the third
increased in popularity, and the clubs. there will be is, of course, a question
Connie Mack and his Athletics had
makes interesting reading, while the
.000
1
1,000
Wilson
ning, with the Athletics leading by
no one can answer.
Mack's words to wait six years for revenge but
premises may be absolutely Just as one run, and Collins and Davis on through increased patronage, made
more money, the acquirement of star convey the idea that he counts upon they did not forget and in the autenlightened, the conclusions to be base, and
Murphy at the bat, the lat- players for all the clubs would be in winning the series out of hand. If umn of 1911 Philadelphia won the
drawn therefrom are not likely to be ter
When your food does not
digest
made a fearful home run wallbp,
It was then he the Athletics do prevail, it will prob- world's championship at the expense
exact in any sense of the word. So
creasingly difficult.
well and you feel "blue," tired and
il
i
runs
nV
three
and deciding the began his
scoring
In
manbe
order.
a
decisive
a
ably
quick
su
use
h
little
of the Giants in
d'p.couraeed, you should
scouting system, which, al
wany players in these games do not issue then and there. It will thus be
HTJRBINE at bedtime. It opens the
ner as to leave no question as to
do what they would ordinarily, and,
though copied and employed now by
seen that the Athletics, back of their
bo'.vels, purifies the system" and reon the other hand, bo many others
which was the better team. In- - a
every big league team, is with Mack
stores a fine feeling of health and enthe
sanction
present
ability, possess
YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
more of an exact science, more pro
-- achieve
six game series the Athletics won
so much more than, was exergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
of past, ability with the stick and the
:
ductive of exact results than with
four. All the games, with one excepIN 2
pected of them, that hard and fasti nnrtnKfnsr
Drug Co. Adv.
nfffTiAi
in
ftmiTii
iht
.
any other manager. He receives
statements, without qualification, are world . s series
American
League
who does not fear every more
information concerning embryonly for the daring.
St. Louis,
Cleveland,
man of them is indeed a twirler of onic
players than any three managers
And yet, at the outset, there seems mental hardihood.
Detroit, 9;
little risk in saying that the Giants And yet, there is no decided war- in baseball, and every year his web
come to the crucial games with a rant for the belief that in the games of 'scrutiny is extended to the far
National League
corners of the country.
stronger pitching staff than the Ath- to come the excellence of Giant pitchChicago, 5; Pittsburgh, 1.
Mack is always looking ahead. He
letics, and that the Mackmen present ing will not offset the batting
St, Louis, 4; Cincinnati, 1.
judges one of his stars not by his
a .stronger array of sluggers. Which,
strength of the Philadelphias. Who present
ability, but by his form five
Western League
then, holds the greatest initial ad- can tell anything
about it? And
All his plans are so
hence.
years
Denver, 17; Topel;a, 9. t
vantage? Excellent pitching, it niay what matter if you rate Mathewson's laid that a new
player of caliber
be held, is, as a general thing, more efficiency at 43 per cent of that of the
Wichita,
Lincoln,
be ready to step into that star's
shall
Des Moines,
certain in its results than distance entire team and Baker's batting
Sioux City,
St. Joseph,
whacks cannot oc- strength at 40 per cent of the place when he begins to wabble.
Omaha,
hitting. Clean-u-p
cur in every game. They come strength of his team, and so on, and Years ago he saw the passing of
Plank and Bender;
neither have
through combination of 'circumstan- so on? If you consider Baker,
STANDING OF THE HUBS
when
but
do a Carpassed
yet,
they
ces. They must have more than
Murphy, Oldring, and the rest rol Brown, a
a Houck
or
Shawkey,
an
is
essential; above the elusiveness of Mathewson,
length. Timeliness
are prepared to step into their shoes.
National League
they must produce results to account, Marquard, or Demaree, or Tesreau, In all
Won Lost Pet
career
was caught nap-rin- g
his
he
follow
and results do not always
then make your choice accordingly,
but once: that was in 1905, New York
51
.614
...101
mighty hits, whereas superb pitching for here allowing for the exigencies when the world's series
88
63
.583
games
Philadelphia
against
is
stalls all the time. A case in point
of baseball will the outcome of the
the Giants revealed to him the fact Chicago
88
65
.575
Rube Oldring's home run, made in the series, I think, be decided.
'. 78
lie had relied too long upon his ac- Pittsburgh
71
.523
fifth game of the 1911 series. What There has been little talk as yet of
Boston
credited
82
henchmen.
And
a
.457
what
t;)
now?
blow
remembers
that
fan
mighty
managerial acumen. . One hesitates
5
84
followed!
.436
The
results
Brooklyn
houseeleaning
Few enough, because it came at the to say that McGraw will "outguess"
s
of that housecleaning were in evi- Cincinnati
61
89
.418
one
for
counted
only
wrong time and
McGillicuddy, or vice ver, because dence in
St.
Louis
Gl
99
will
be
1911,
.340
and
in,
evidence
run. Hod the Athletics won that b6th men represent the last word in
again this year, win or lose. So with
game, which they did not, Oldrlng ability as directors of baseball nines,
American League
would occupy a pedestal with Baker, You hear fans decrying the alleged McGraw; he studies the future, too,
but was caught with a team of deWon Lost Pet
Ia the game in which Baker made importance of managers when the
57
96
.627
crepit stars in 1906, and. had to begin Philadlphia
his firse homer Mack's men might game is on. Such as these are
a process of elimination which made Washington
90
64
.5S4
won without it, but his second ing to allow the claims of a McGraw
in ensuing years.
Cleveland
66
.566
...86
liome run came at a time when the 0r a Mack as developers of players, results
s Boston
That the mental ability of both
71
79
,
.527
Giants were booked to win.
as well as their genius in planning
78
will play no small part in the Chicago
74
.513
On this first occasion the score for a struggle, but hold that once the
C6
87
.431
coming world's series is foregone; it Detroit .
on
are
the
sixth
1
was
the
to 1; it
field, it is the will be a
players
was tied
57
case of diamond cut diamond, NewlYork
94
.477
Inning, and Marquard, after a little playing that counts. So it does, but and the fact that conditions are al- St. Louis
57
96
.373
"
was
pitching managerial guessing" plays Its part, tered over those
break earlier In the game,
1911 renin
existing
as he had never pitched before. In tco. In truth, a manager, is working ders the
Western League
working out of the problem
this fateful sixth Lord and Oldring .all the time as hard as his players, all the more
Won Lost Pet.
to
watch.
interesting
had raised easy flies to Snodgrass and is using his mentality under high Then Mathewson was
62
as Denver
.631
......104
regarded
he-and De Vore, and the fans were ! pressure every single minute in a New York's only
Des Moines
72
93
.571
standby,
Marquard
too-slig- ht
counts
that
for
much.
with
-Put
thoughts way
usually
,
Einning to settle hack
come into his. own. and St Joseph
78
90
.5il
ing
just
f extra innings in mind.. Then Eddie 'runners on first and third in an !m.
Lincoln . .
80
87
.527
"
,0?teda"pon
Collinssenta whistler along the left 'portant stage of a world's series J
79
85
Omaha
.48?,
mo
uuu
uiuim
iuo
miv,,c
ui
'
field line for two bases, and Baker game, and only one out. It Is the! world's series contests, uiaug
' while
92
73
.447
the
Topeka
Rust-Proo- f
- ;
Is
to
decide whe-- j
going
was up. There seemed little reason manager who
Sioux City
93
73
.440
Athellics
had
Combs,
Plank,
Bender,
for Marquard to fear him; he had ther the Infield shall play in and cut; and Morgan all powerful boxmen. Wichita
s
101
.40j
lieen up several times and had failed the runner off at the plate, or lay Surely the pitching as well as the
Mar-a
double
!
for
back
possible
to make a hit But this time
play.
was with the Athletics.
A
fl ITer it is Mlhf
TKo
J)
M n'h tftlt
AnnlAaa batting edge
a
angles-wh- at
'
"UMU BCUk
CHAVEZ-CONlE7"
Bender alone of that old
"iThis
season,
bout
a
not
or
pitcher is weakenThat ringing crack of the bat which I.whether
Tomorrow night, before the Colorgroup of mound artists remains with
o much to the fan followed, ins this must be noted before the
ineans
undimmed. Plank is 38 years ado Athletic club, in Denver, Benny
r
old now, and this season has reveal- - Chavez, contender for
the world's
ed a decided falling off in form. championship fa the bantamweight
Coombs is temporarily, perhaps fin- division, will nieet Frankie Conley in
31
j
bout. The fight is causally, out of baseball as a result of a
0
U
Rust-Proof- .
illness.
Thus Mack has Bender as ing considerable Interest In Denver
his main reliance, with Brown, Shaw- and will be an acid test for Chavez.
.1
,K
key and Houck, all good, but untried Should he defeat Conley he will have
i...
in the excitement, thrill, and respon- a good chance to meet the best of
sibilities involved in games to decide his class at an early date and the
the world's championship. How will general opinion of the Denver fans is
'The.
Mack offset this apparent advantage that he will win"over the. Kenosha
i r
of the Giants? How will McGraw boy.
ei
j
take advantage of it? Be assured
are
their
that both managers
giving
U
at
WANTED Clean cotton rags
days and "nights to the problem.
F.
row C ' I' .. .f t li
enoffice.,
will
Optic
who
debate
There are few
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Coffee Percolators

BE THE

THE ARM OF THE PITCHER

Make Coffee That Tastes Right

RUBBER

"Your BreoJifoLst Drink"
SEE THE LINE
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says fashion, but no mandate
yes'
of art or fashion can make

T'Be slender,

man-user-

angles graceful, or
the gowns worn over them stylish, without the
right corset.
Ilnstead of taking all sorts of angles and lamentwoman
ing her styleless figure.letthe
visit our corset department, and be fitted in one,,
of the Warner's
Models specially designed for beautifying slender figures, r
a difference in'
ICurves instead of
the set of your gowns, and best of all, by wearing a Warner Corset, those softly rounded
curves in course of time will become your own.
Ask for Warner's
lEvery Pair Guaranteed. $1.00 to $5.00.
store of Quality"
uM ff 4 A Vt
(W--l
J. nsVroAS

LAS VctiAS DAILY OPTIC,
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Northrup returned this afternoon from Shoema-

PERSONALS
business visitor here toaay.

PROMINENTACTOK

d

of Springer was a

O. Caldwell

J

ker where they spent the week-enwith friends.
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Bortzfleld and
family of Moran, Kas., drove into Las
Vegas last night from Raton on their
way to California.
Mrs. Trinidad Sena left this afternoon for Bernalillo and Albuquerque,
where she will visit relatives and
friends for a few days.
J. W. Collier, a well known business
man of Santa Fe, arrived in Las
Vegas yesterday evening for a lew
days' business visit hero.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Taupert returned
yesterday evening from Albuquerque,
where they have been for the past
few days on a short visit.
M. L. Scbutt of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in Las Vegas today. Mr. Schutt is a well known real
estate man of the Duke City.
C. A. Bruce, formerly an employe
of the Santa Fe Railway company
here, left last night for Los Angeles
where he will reside in the future.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Berry of Boston arrived in Las Vegas Saturday
evening for a short Btay here. They
are on their way to California.
Ross Vvinnan of Hutchinson, Kas.,
arrived in Las Vegas Saturday evening and will remain in this city for
several days as a business visitor.
Ed Lewis, assistant caBhier of the
San Miguel National bank, this morning left for a two weeks' hunting trip
in the mountains north of Las Vegas.
Bichard Dunn has returned to his
home at Gascon after having spent
considerable time . at Mountainair,
v.'atic he b.i.3 been on a business
trip.
'Walter Hayward,' of the firm of
Graaf & Hayward, left last night for
(lie southern part of the state where
he will be on business for tne next

,

was

R. K. Odell of Wagon
a visitor in Las Vegas today.
B. Haskell of Rivera came in last
visit
night for a few days' business

iere.

j

was

Harry iSY.ain of Wagon Alound
a business visitor in Las Vegas yesterday.
visitW. B. Charles was a business
his
from
in
Las Vegas yesterday
or
home at Watrous.
afterWalter Cayote left yesterday
noon for Albuquerque, where he will
remain for the week.
Rev. A. S. Bright of Albuquerque
came in yesterday morning and was a
visitor here yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Wertz leff this
afternoon for Albuquerque where
they will spend a week.
W. T. Peterson came in yesteiday
a few
evening from San Marcial for
in. Las Vegas.
vi&'t
business
days'
'
was
Harry Alcott of San Francisco
a visitor in the city today for a short
time on his way home from Chicago.
W. K. Dow, representative for a
of
company
kodak manufacturing
Denver, was a business visjr here
today.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Ce. Coors and children left yesterday afternoon for Al
buquerque, where they will attend the
state fair.
Dr. J. G. Martin, a well known hy-- ;
sician .of Antonchico, arrive in Las
Vegas last night for a several clays'
visit here.
Mrs. A. J. Chavez ana daughters of
Triniuad passed through Las Vegas
today in an automobile on their way
to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Derby of
Kas., arrived in Las Vegas yesterday en route from their home to
California, and left this morning for
They are making the
Albuquerque.
trip by automobile.

j

i

MONDAY,

OCTOBER

ed mourning today in tribute to the
death of this valuable member of
their company, "The Rattlesnake."

6, 1913.
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OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

DIES IN LAS
MIXED HIT WITH HIS

VEGAS

CltAYUNS;

ALSO BRAINS

LEADING CHARCTER WITH THE
(ALTON PACKARD SHOWED HE IS
LUBIN COMPANY MOURNED
MORE THAN A
SOMETHING
BY THE TROUPE
DRAWER OF. PICTURES

Do business in a

busines-lik-

e

way

are yours without cost as a result.

and secure for yourself the great number of privileges that
' 1'''
1'

;

Office hoars are convenient and employees obliging ana! polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always 'ready, to consult you, if you wish.

BANK
PEOPLES
-

CAPITAL

Yesterday evening at 9 o'clock one
Alton Packard, cartoonist, lecturer
of the members of the Lubin New
and story teller, gave an auspicious
Mexico Motion Picture company, who
beginning to the Y. M. C. A. lyceum
attained considerable
notoriety In course Saturday night at the Duncan
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Las Vegas as actor of unequaled
oprea house when he talked upon
New York Oct. G. Heavy plunging
ability, quietly passed away after a "Uncle Sam's People." Mr. Packard
on the short side uncovered a numshort illness. This noted actor had is
handy with the crayons, handy
attained an advanced age for one of with the piano ivories, handy with ber of soft stocks in today's market.
his' nationality, all of whom are com- the relation of clever stories and Closing out of margin accounts was
a considerable
factor in the wideparatively short lived.
bandy with his voice. He used all
Hg was born H Juarez, Mexico, these accomplishments to perfection. spread break In. prices.
Bear traders operated with boldwhere his relatives reside today. The
Mr. Packard mixed his crayons with
In
ness.
was
life
Stocks camfc out In abundncu
his
of
spent
part
early
When
iUL as well as with brains.
the neighboring republic and during be had completed his talk he had from all quarters and there was much
was conceded
his residence there he was a most amused a
large audience and sent it liquidation, although it
made
H's parents
that
character.
short
up the bulk
selling
powerful
to
benefit
of
away with something
were among the most respected resi think about.
Mr. Packard s many of the offerings. Tariff uncertain fk'S
the unexpectedly poor bank statedents of Mexico. Men and women
experiences in traveling about the
are acquainted
trade unsettlement and decreasof all nationalities
ment,
an
him
have
Insight
country
given
railroad
with his relatives and respect them
earnings played a part
ing
into human nature that is Interest
in fostering bearish sentiment.
natured
highly, as they are good
benefit
the
audience
ing. He gave his
WThile Steel was subjected to con
when let alone, but prone to violence
of his observations.
when not treated with consideration.
pressure, weakness was
spicuous
an
admir
Tlie entertainment was
shown
Union
in
The actor's residence in Las Vegas
Pacific, Canadian Pa
able one, and it demonstrated that
St.
the copper and
Paul
and
was limited to two months. He arcific,
the lyeeum course i3 to be made up
coal groups. Steel was especially afrived here several weeks after Ro- - of
attractions.
class
high
fected by reduction" in prices of steel
maine Fielding and' his company
The Normal University orchestra,
and large offerings. Bonds
came to Las Vegas and immediately under
Miss
of
the direction
Margue products
were
uuon his arrival started work wiih
easy.
rite Cluxtou, played before the lecThe continued extremely sensitive
the company as one of the leading ture. The musicians handled high
and
rather more nervous effec. was
In the opinion of
characters.
well.
The
it
handled
music
and
class
Fielding this actor was with- orchestra will be a feature of several produced by a further small decline
i: Steel than the rally of a point in
out doubt the most capable individ- entertainments on the
lyceum course.
Union Pacific. Steel went down to
ual ever obtained in the west. Mr.
5ti and acted sluggishly when the enfew days.
Fielding this morning stated that the
to
Harrv Hoskins' representative for death of this character would be a
LANDAU'SQLECTURE tire market afterwards began
mend.
the C. S. Morey Mercantile company heavy loss to the company.
More headway was made late in the
'afternoon
In consideration of the valuable
of Denver, came in this
PUT OFF -- TILL LATER day, when it became apparent that
from Trinidad for a snort Dusmess work that this Thespian rendered to
the immediate liquidation had been
visit here.
the Lubin . company, Mr. Fielding,
K. G. Murphey left yesterday after- after the completion of one of his
concluded. Recoveries of half a point
noon for Albuquerque, where he will latest pictures, pensioned the actor FAILURE OF THE STEREOPTICON or more were general, witn union
SLIDES TO ARRIVE IS THE
au.
Pacific making a considerable
attend a meeting of tne state phar- for life and made such arrangements
CAUSE
vance.
macy board that is being held there for the future comfort of the veteran
this week.
The market closed heavy. A rise
of the stage as have never been tenOn account of the fact that a num- in call money to 5 per cent furnishF. K. Hughes and J. H. Woodland dered to a motion picture performer
ber of stereopticon slides that had ed a pretext;, for further selling. Prices
of Salano arrived in Las Vegas yes- before.
,
The body was removed to the es- been ordered by Dr. Jacob Landau receded little, as it was recognized
terday evening for a few days' business visit here. They are well known tablishment of the Las Vegas Under- for his lecture "The Holy Land" did that the flurry was due entirely to
not arrive today . he has postponed the necessity of borrowers who had
business men.
taking company last ntght and will
A. A. Gallegos came in last night lie in state there for several days. his lecture, which was to have been failed to make arrangements earlier
from his ranch at Villanueva to at Funeral arrangements have not been given tonight on the Las Vegas hos- in the day. Final prices were close
to the low level of the day, with most
pital course.- tend the regular meeting of the coun- made.
100
to
are
beautiful
Theer
slides
losses in the neighborhood of a point.
name
was
ty commissioners, which was held in
The deceaseds
"Major,"
74
the court house today.
while his parents appelation was illustrate his lecture and without Amalgamated Copper
110
not be com- Sugar
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant Mr. and Mrs. Diamond Back Rattle- these the talk would
94
The slides display all the In- Atchison .
solicitor for the Santa Fe Railway snake. He was 9 years of age.
plete.
165
Ra
from
The body has been embalmed and teresting points in the Holy Land Reading
company, returned last night
90
that are to he described by Dr. Lan- Southern Pacific
ton where he has been on business will be placed In a vault in the
157
Union Pacific
for the past few days.
of the Lubin company, dau.
50
B. F. Manger, general manager tor where It will remain indefinitely.
It is possible that the lecture may United States Steel
106
the Fred Harvey system for the west
The production In which Major be given next week, providing the United States - Steel, pfd
ern divisions, came in last night from carried the leading rpje and which slides arrive. Dr. Landau has preCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
his headquarters at Newton, Kas., for caused his life pension in considera- pared an excellent discourse and It
a short business visit here.
Chicago, Oct. 6. World's shipments
tion of his excellent acting was "The will be interesting. All those holding
entertainment much larger than expected induced
J. P. Bucher of Tacoma, Wash., Rattlesnake."
Mr. Fielding frankly tickets for tonight's
came in yesterday afternoon and will stated after this picture had been may use the same tickets for the lec- weakness today in wheat. There was
also bear pressure on account of free
locate in New Mexico. He left this completed that never before in the ture when it Is presented.
will
he
sales northwest. Opening
where
for
had
hedging
Optimo
line
in
this
work
morning
history of his
cent lower
A. M. McCready, mechanical super- prices were a shade to
look over land for several days.
he played with such a remarkable
of
reces
the
western
some
lines
were
further
there
of
intendent
and
the
wonA. T. Rogers, Sr., and A. J. Wertz, character.
Major took his part
cent
bc1h delegates from the locadl order derfully and Bhowed real ability In Santa Fe railway, was a business vis- sions. Th close was steady
lower.
of Odd Fellows, left this afternoon the work. The Lubin people observ- - itor here toaay.
Corn suffered from a general rush
for Albuquerque where they will at
to sell. The market opened a sixtend a state meeting of the order.
teenth to li cent down, rallied a trifle
Alvan N. White, state superintend
and then made a decided drop. The
ent of public instruction,
passed
under Satclose was steady Yi to
through the city this afternoon on his
urday night.
way to Santa Fe from Raton where
he has been attending a teachers'
Sympathy for corn rendered oats
Trading, though, was not acheavy.
meeting.
tive.
C. L. Wadsworth, the well known
Quotations, which at he outset
to
showed a loss of Vtfi
"razor pusher" at the Sanitary bar
went still lower before there was any
ber shop, left yesterday afternoon for
upturn.
Albuquerque) where he will be em
'
Provisions eased off with hogs. Of
ployed in tEe Harvey house shop for
ferings of lard were especially heavy.
a week.
First sales varied from Saturday
W. H." Reno of Douglas, Ariz., ar
night's leyel to five cents decline,- and
rived In Las Vegas last night in an
did not promise to react. The closautomobile on his way from Denver
ing quotations were as follows:
to Douglas. He is traveling in a rac
Wheat, Dec. 86; May 91.
ing car and nas made exceptional time
Corn, Dec68i; May 70.
from
Denver.
all the way
Oats, Dec. 48; May 44.
Charles Hummell, formerly a resiPork, Jan. $19.85; May ?10.95.
dent of Las Vegas and well knowj
Jan. $10.47y2; May $10.60...:
Ribs,
his
presfor
will
leave
tonight
here,
ent" home at Pottersville, Pa., after
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
'
-having;" been a visitor with friends
CM TOi-Kansas
City, Oct. 6. Hogs, receipts
here for the past tew weeks.
Market
6,0ft0.
steady to 10 cents lowIn
came
Albert Denton of JRociada
Bulk
er.
$8.208.45; heavy $8.20
Friday night and left Saturday even-in- s
and butchers $8.20
S.45;
packers
M.
tor his home at Rociada. J.
45; pigs $67.50.
S.50;
$88.
lights.
has"
in
Las
been
the
who
Vegas
Kelly
Market
Cattle, receipts 20,000.
acfew
weeks
for
the
pasthospital
10 cents higher. Prime ftd
to
steady
to
Rociada.
companied Mr. Denton
steers $99.50; dressed beef steers
Thomas A. Johnsen of the firm of
after$88.90; western steers $6.508.75;
J. C. Johnsen & Soil, left this
southern steers $5.507.50; cows
noon for Albuquerque, where he will
$4.257.25; heifers $59.25; stock-er- s
attend the meeting of the New Mexico
and feeders $5.508.25; bulls
Funeral Directors' and Embalmers'
$4.506.50; calves $6lfc
association. Mr.' Johsen is president
Market
Sheep, receipts 15,000.
of this association.
steady to 10 cents higher. Lambs
Mr. and Mrs. S. Z. Briggs and daugh-tefan$C.757-40- ;
yearlings $56; withers
Miss Margaret Berdick arriv
$4.255; ewes $3.754.50.
ed In Las Vegas Saturday evening in
FRAW1CEL SYSTEM CI.OIIISS fl(
an automobile on their way from New
They Make You Feel Good
YorkrTo"Mr. and Mrs. Briggs' home In
4
The pleasant purgative effect proLai VeaLoadinrfj Store
.
Los Angeles.
They will remain in
duced by Chamberlain's Tablets and
Las Vegas for several days as the
the healthy condition of body and
mind which they create make on?
guests of friends. J. H. Geraron is
feel Joyful. For sale by all dealers.
also a member of the party, being the
SouthSidoRaj
Eitoilialiod 1S
Adv.
driver of the automobile.
'
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
tt of Main

Fo

$1,050
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Phonm Mmlnkl

FULLY EOl'IPPFO AT YOUR DOOR
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OVERLAND MODfJk 59 T

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las Veoos

Aetaie I

Phone Main 344.
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Wfien Made
Wiili

i

Calumet pastry is good to

ilfC

look at, good to eat. Xlways
light, fluffy, tender and wholesome. Calumet' is the one baking
powder that is high in quality and
moderate in price.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World' Fan Food Eiporitjaa,
Clucif, ID.
Tarn Eipaiitiin, Frucs, March, 1912
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CONFESSES

portant clews discovered since
finding of the body.

THAT

No School Teacher Missing'
Oskaloosa, la., Oct. 6. Investigation here today disclosed the fact that
no school' teacher or any other person from here had been killed1 at Lake
Delavan, Wis'., last October or at any
other time, as staled by Henry Spencer, held in Chicago for the Rexroat
murder.

HE KILLED EO
PERSONS

;;

;

(Continued Prom Page One.)

Her studies at the University of
Chicago were to fit her fo.r work by
which she could earn enough to complete iier art education. For several
winters she taught school, returning
to the city to resume work at the art
institute. Only a few hours before
she was Jured to her death she an
swered an advertisement for a domestics-saying
she must have funds to
enable her to continue ner studies,
and was not too proud to do kitchen
DISTRICT
work.

ILLS

CASE WAS

DROPPED

Late Saturday a man wno gave the
name of Wilson phoned the residence
whereMiss Leeghcn lived and asked
her to take a position as nurse In' a
maternity case. She was directed
to go to Seventy-firs- t
street and
Western avenue and walk to an address" four miles west. The body
was found three miles west of the
street intersection In a clump of
bushes. The address to which she
had been directed does not exist.
Game wardens followed a trail of
torn clothing to the spot where he
half nude body was lying. On her
neck were finger marks and encir
cling it was a thin blue line which
was made by a piece of cord found
nearby.
A brown leather satchel thought to
have belonged to Miss Ida Leeghon,
the sculptor who was murdered here
Saturday night or Sunday morning,
was found today by C. F. Brochmier,
a game warden,
The bag, slit from end to end, was
found near the Bcene of the crime.
Its contents were disturbed, after
which the murderer threw it into the
There remained in the
bushes.
satchel only a pair of stockings and a
piece of surgical soap. A watch, two
rings and a pocketbook which she
caried when she left her rooms, were

the

STATE
ATTORNEY FOUND

EVIDENCE THAT
BIGAMIST

j

BY

NO

MAN 1S

Information was received from
yesterday morning to the effect
that Harry L. Wells, who was ar
rested in this city last week on the
charge of bigamy, had been released.
The assistant district attorney of Col- fax county dismissed the case, being
satisfied that the information received
from Denver to the effect that Well3
had a wife in that city was incorrect.
Mr. and Mrs. Wells will leave Raton
this week on their way to California.
The case caused much interest in
this city when Wells was arrested.
Rumors of different natures were
heard all about the city. Wells' stated before leaving here that he was
innocent and that It r.would be 1 ra
Posa'hle for thei.officiaisi of Colfax
convict him. Mrs. Wells
county
also
thia an staunchly6ure
declared mat sue would stick to her
nusDand. ine happy couple probably
will reside in California In the fu- ture.

A criminal complaint was filed la
the district court today against Vincent Truder, charging Mm wilh performing work and labor on Sunday,
the Annex, on Sunday
The case
i
missing.
The authorities are struck with the the Annex, open on Sunday. The cage
was set for hearing this afternoon
fact that Miss Leeghon, like Mrs.
before Judge Leahy. E. C. Ward, a
a
telelured
was
by
Rexroat,
was policeman, swore out the complaint
she
where
to
the
call
spot
phone
'
murdered.
Marshal Michael Kerr t the sub
iter .closely
urban vilase of Argo.
examining the ground, said" he believ
....
ed that the attack was made by two
persons. The satcbed and
of silk fishline, with which the womALL 1 --V i '
an was garroted, form the most im
,
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Myers

TcandTe-flamglimmered before
eyes once more, and
my wide-ope-n
"Oh, you are all right," he muttered,
then leaned heavily against the
dropping his arms on the cover-lot- .

The

e

CHAPTER I Scarlett, an American
!oldier of fortune in tliu employ of tlie
Potiuu at the outbreak
Imperial
jKrench
n
to
tot the
war, is ordi-re(arrest John Buckhurst, a leader of the
'Communists, who Is suspected of having
That is all I remember that night,
jstolen the French crown Jewels. While
all I remember clearly, though it
irearchlng for Buckhurst Scarlett la
and
tie
Vassart
to arrest Countess
seems to me that once I heard drume
(her group of socialists and escort them
to the Belgian border.
beating in the distance; and perhaps
I did.
finds Sylvia
CHAPTER
Dawn was breaking when I awoke,
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peas- iant and carries her to La. Truppe, where Speed, partly dressed, lay beside me,
tno countess and her iriends are assem"Idiot, get up!" I
sleeping heavily.
bled.
cried, hitting him feebly.
CHAPTER III All are arrested. The
He was very angry when he found
(countess saves Scarlett from a fatal fall
from the roof of the house, lie denounces out why I had awakened him; perhaps
;Buckhurst as the leader of the Reds and the sight of my bandaged head rethe countess conducts him to where
strained him from violence.
Is secreted.
lie stumbled to the floor, bathed,
CHAPTER
Uhlans descend
all the while, and then, to
grumbling
the
and
Buckhurst
escapes
ln the place
melee. Scarlett Is wounded.
my surprise, walked over to a flat
CHAPTER V He recovers conscious-mes- s trunk which stood under the window
in the countess' home at Morsbronn, and which I recognized as mtae.
where he is cared for by the countess.
"I'll' borrow some underwear," he
jA fiorce battlo is fousfht in the streets
remarked viciously,
(between, French and Prussian soldiers.
bed-Bid-

Franco-Prussia-

Buck-jhur-

st

dur-tlii- S

CHATTER VI Buckhurst professes
nnd returns the crown Jewels to
tjearlett. He declares he will give himself
uo to the authorities. Scarlett doubts his
'Sincerity. Buckhurst urgo.3 the counteBS
;to so to Paradise.
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits tlv t
'tie receives pay from the Prussians t r
llnformation which ho does not give. Ho
Bccures passports to the French lines lor
iScarlctt, the countess and himself.
"
CHAPTER Vni Scarlett reports to the
isecret service in Paris and finds Mornao.
'shadow of the emperor, In charge. He
'deposits the crown jewels and later, when
making a detailed report, finds that pebbles
have been substituted for the real stones.
Speed, a comrade In the service, warns
He
Scarlett that Mornao is dansrerous.
also informs him that all the government
to
coast
the
is
transported
being
jireu'ire
ITor smnnient out of the country. !sca.r- and Speed escape to Join a circus.

jlett

"What's my trunk doing here?" I

demanded.

"JIadamo

de

Vassart

had

them

tring It."

"Had who bring it?"
"Horan and McCadger before they
left."
"Before they left? Have they gone?"
"I forgot," he said, soberly. "Of
course you don't know that the circus has gone."
"Gone!" I echoed, astonished.
"Gone to Lorient. Buckhurst Is in
town again with a raft of picturesque
ruffians," he said. "They marched in
last nlght, drums beating, colors unfurled the red rag, you know ant",
the first thing they did was to order

g

XIH-Rcar-

c,

some-1thin- ,s'

lers

XVH-Ord-

ers

t

queline went with Byram?"
He looked at me miserably.
"Yes," he said.

THIRD

PART

:

I was

here ?"

&e

"She

OPTIC
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silent

!

U

MACKIE.

"'Tis him that's worse than Andre!"
she burst out with sudden anger.
Lydia sat in the library alert to hear
me to my face that he didn't
the doorbell that would announce ask me to marry him that night when
Dick Fellowes' arrival or the sharp I heard him with my own Hps the
whirr of the telephone that might de- spalpeen!"
fer his 'coming.
Lydia was startled. "Told you he
Something he had whispered last didn't ask you to marry him?" she
"How could you make suc6 a
evening had hinted at his errand, and asked
she was aglow with her honest love mistake, Biddy?"
" 'Twas by telephone, ma'am. Sevfor him; and charming in her favorite
pale blue gown with a pink rose at her eral nights ago. 1 answered it and a
waist.
,
voice ae plain as ever was Mick Doo- The telephone bell whirred and she lan'ssaid: 'That you Biddy?' 'Shure,'
heard Biddy's light step as she went s&y I, and says he: 'Darlln, this is
through the hall to answer it Then Mick. I've lost me nerve after all and
she heard the girl's musical Irish I'm askin' you this way: Will yez
voice.
marry me you know I love youse!'
"You? What never, Mick Doolan. Just fast like that ma'am; and says I:
not if I never married all my days!" Not if I never married nobody all my
and Biddy slammed up the receiver, days!' and he muttered something and
and Lydia heard her heels clicking rung off. And 1 went to the kitchen
and told cook and says she: 'Wake
toward the kitchen.
But
A little smile crinkled the corners of up out of that dream me girrul-- '
Lydia's rod lips. She had heard from 'twae no dream, Miss Lydia, for he
Biddy of the importunities of Micky asked me plain as could be.
Doolan who was wild to marry the
"Yesterday evening, It being my
Ford's pretty maid. Biddy was quite night off, he come around and asked
fascinated by Andre, the chauffeur, me again, and I says to him: Mick
who flirted outrageously with her, and Doolan, I told yez no last night and I
so poor Micky who was elevator start- meant it forever;' and the villun up
er in a big office building had been and swore he never called me by tele
phone that night, and that when he
relegated to the background.
But Lydia soon ceasod to think of asked me to marry him he'd look me
Biddy and her love affairs. It was a in the eye. And I asked him who was
pleasanter pastime to dream about her it asking me so intimate, and he says
that he'd like to know, for
own. But where was Dick Fellowes nasty-likhe'd punch him in the eye. And he
with his story, now?
At ten o'clock Lydia went softly up- went away and it's two days and I've
stairs and sat with an open book be- never seen him since.
Lydia's face was pala and red by
fore her which she did not read. Her
turns.
Her eyes shone like stars.
on
the
fixed
were
often
more
eyes
Never mind, Biddy, I am sure there is
telephone.
"That is all over," said Lydia tragic- some mistake. You know Biddy sounds
like my own name and
ally as she snapped out her electric something I
was expecting a message
perhaps
light and crept into bed. That she cried
herself to sleep no one knew but her- myst-l- and I never received it"
Biddy arose and looked down at her
self.
mistress. There was relief and
pretty
Up in Biddy's chamber under the shame in her
comely face. "Oh, if it
mansard roof, another girl was weep- was
for you, Miss Lydia, 1 shall die of
told
had
cook
The
into
her
pillow.
ing
shame, for taking It to myself. But his
Biddy that Andre was keeping "steady voice was
deep and rich like Micky's
company" with a French manicurist.
I will say that for Mick, he didn't have
"Yes, old Dicky went to Canada on a
squeaky French voice like Andre!"
that hunting trip he talked about," bab"Never mind, Biddy, It was a natu
in
bled Willie Blair
Lydia's pretty pink ral
mistake, and It ha3 helped to make
ear the very next evening.
all right between
you and
things
"Went today?" auked Lydia with a
Micky, hasn't it?"
brown
in
look
her
eyes.
dizzy
"It will, Mise Lydia, if he ever asks
"Yes grouchy as a bear, too. Flem- me
again," returned Biddy, rather
ing said Dick's girl had given him the
mitten you know he was some sweet
"He can't help it if he is here all the
on little Alma Raymond?" smiled Lydia, drawing the teletime,"
"No, I didn't know it," answered
toward her.
directory
phone
poor Lydia with a pitiful attempt at a
Wlien she was alone she obtained'
smile.
connection with a hotel in Montreal.
"Yes," went on the gentle gossip While she waited for Dick Fellowes'
amiably. "I put two and two together voice, her heart beat tumultously, and
and the sum I make Is that poor old the color came and went in her cheek;
Dick has been put out of the game,
At last It came, a thin reedy call.
and that explains hie Btidden depar"Mr. Fellowes?" she asked.
ture."
"Yes, who is it?" came back the an
"How could he leave business at swer.
this time?" asked Lydia indifferently.
"Lydia Ford. Oh, Dick, did you call
"Frescott is taking hia place Isn't me on the telephone Tuesday
this our dance?" and Mr. Blair changed
the topic as they circled the ball room
"You should know that I did," came
in time to the dreamy music of the a little
snarpiy.
palm screened orchestra.
"But I never got your message," she
home that cried.
When Lydia reached
"What?" he shouted.
night Biddy let her into the house and
followed her upstairs to her pretty bed
She repeated the words, and added
room.
Lydia sank down in a soft the information that Biddy had re
bed-eid-

e
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COLUMN
RATES

TOR

CLASSIFIED

W. M.,

ADVER-

TISEMENTS

J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541

I. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tues-du- y
Regular communication first and
of the month in the vestry rooms
third Thursday in of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock
sach month. Tialtins
Visiting brothers are cordially Inbrothers cordially
vited. Uaac Appel, President; Charlet
Wm. P. Mil's,
Greenclay, Secretary.
H. 8 (Can Petten. Secretary.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg-Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
ilar conclave flc d Tues-fy- "
Cp
No ad to occupy less
space than two
day in each month at Malines
All advertisements
sonic Teani at 7:8 p. m. G. H.
charged
will be booked at space
Klnkel, S3.
actually set
Chat. Tamme.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
1

C;

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of tht World hall,
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. Ci H. Stewart,

Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
VIsltina
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcoo-- a"d
cordially Invited. .

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular
J
NO
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
vocation first Monday in
102 Meets every Monday night at
each month at Masonic O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
S o'clock.
Visiting members are cor
Hubbard, H. P.; F. 6. dially welcome. .1. C. Wertz, Presi
Blood, Secretary.
dent; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C H.
con-fffa-

ft

.

$3$S a

H2y

?

OPTIC

NUMSJfc?, 'I

Baily, Treasurer.

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
1. Meets every Monday evening a;

I.

their hall on Sixth street. All victim
brethren cordially invited to attei;d
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G..
T. M. Elwood, Secretary;- Karl Werta
WANTED Girl for light house work. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, CemetdP
No.
222 Grand avenue.
Phone
Olive Trustee.

LOCAL TIME CA
East Bcund
Arrive

-

ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuefeday evening of each
WANTED Second hand oat sacks 5
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
cents each. Agua Pura Co.
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are
Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
WANTED Experienced cook.
cordially
Good
Exalted
Mills,
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
1053
street.
wagesi
Eighth
B.

P. O.

Secretary.

FOR SALE

Depart
9:10 p. m. . . . 9:1"- p
No. 4 ..11:05 p. m. .. .11:05 p.
f . .. 2:05 a. "m. . .2:10 a.
No
No. 10. . . 1:45 p. m. .. . 2:10 p.
West Bound
Arrive
Depart
. . 1:20
No.
p. m... . 1:45 p.
No. 3. . . 6:10 a. m. . . . 6:15 a.
No. 7. . . 4:20 p. m. . . . 4:30 p.
. 7:00 p.
6:35 p.
No. 9
2.

.

.

.

OF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.

First class

m
m
m

it

n
m.
m.
m

ATTOKNEY8

hard coal
Pioneer building. Visiting members
burner, good, as new, very cheap.
HUNKER
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
Inquire Mrs. Frank D. Fries, nil
Georse
A, Hunker. Chester A. Hunkei
S.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F.
National avenue.
Attorneys-at-LaNew Mexico
Las
Vegas.
FOR SALE Pure apple cider, also KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
choice hand picked apples; ?2.50
DENTISTS
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
per 100 delivered. J. H. Kelley,
first and third Mondays of each
Olive 3621.
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
month at 8 p; m. Visiting Knights and
Dentist
O. L. Fiers-man- ,
welcome.
Ladies
always
FOR SALE Range. C09 sixth street.
of
work
Dental
any description at
D.
Finan
A.
Tillman,
President;
moderate prices
V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Mrs.
A.
cier;
FOR SALE Large Howe hard coal
Main m
1, Center Block, Tel
burner. First class condition.' In- 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague, Room
Mexico
New
Las
East
Vegas,
1011
Sixth
street,
Assistant
Deputy,
quire at Hoffman and Graubarth.
East Las Vegas, N. M.
FOR SALE Cheap, good work horse.
you rack the lunKj.
Stop coughing!
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second an;
W. F. White, 521 Sixth street.
and worry the '.body. BALLAiiO'S
Irritafourth
evening eacl HOREHOUND SYRUP check
Thursday
nd,' restores
the
heals
lungs
tion,
Visitln.
month at W. O. W. hall.
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
2cszt
brothers cordially invited. Howard T and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary. Drug Co. Adv.
FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
room in modern home. 1030 Eighth

For

CRYSTAL JGE
From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice,
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each deli very
50c
per 100 lbs,
.50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

HER. MAN

...25c per

to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery
Less than 50

lb.

AGUA PUR

A

100

lb.

.30c per 100 lb.
40c per 100 lb.
50c per 100 lh.

50 lbs.,

COMPANY
.

Harvesters, atorers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
JTamoua.
lasting Qualities of Whih Have Made Las Vega
OFFICE, 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

H

ANT Ads
Are Best

f

d

20c per 100 lb

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery

aJv1

...

Lincoln Av

RETAIL PRICES

nitro-glycerl-

S

1200

Phone MMn 227

I

e

4

M.

Five

11

.

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

.

g

sa A

LODGE NO. 2, A. P.
A.

1

B

CAFt

AND

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

II!
B

ORDERS

AN O
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"Yes," he repeated, "she went, lug
ging her pet cat In her arms. She
would go; Jhe life has fascinated her.
I begged her not to I felt I was disloyal to Byram, too, but what could I
do? I tell you, Scarlett, I wish I had
never seen her, never persuaded her
to try that foolish dive. She'll miss
some day like the other one."
He walked to the window and stared
moodily at the sea.
"Meanwhile," I said, quietly, "I am
going to get up."
He gave me a look which I Interpreted as, "Get up and bo damned!"
I complied In part

Ciuest-Chambe- r.

RESTAURANT

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

street
chair and extended one little ellppered ceived the message and answered it
foot.
under the impression that it was from
A
FOR RENT Modern light housekeep-In"Oh, Biddy, I am so tired," she said a certain Micky Doolan.
A light wm shining la my eyes and
with a little catch In her voice.
rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
"That's all I Just found it out and
1 was talking excitedly; that and the
I'm sorry, Miss Lydia. Shall I bathe I wanted you to know," she ended.
dor of brandy I remember and
them? I'll have the baBin ready in a
"Oh, Lydia, darling!" There was FOR RENT Four room
cottage, 407
moment" Presently Lydia was com nothing sharp about his voice now.
jBomstbing else, a steady roaring In
Washington avenue. C. H. Stevenany ears; then darkness, out of which
fortable in dressing gown with her "Shall I come home now?"
Jcame a voice, empty, meaningless,
son, Phone Main 291.
"If you want to," she cried gladly.
pink feet in Biddy's capable hands.
finally soundless.
Biddy rubbed vigorously while Lydia "I am waiting for you."
After a while I realized that I was
sweetheart!" FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
sat there with closed eyes thinking of
"Coming now good-by- ,
at intervals, somebody
Dick (Copyright. 191S. by the McCluro Newssaid
about
that,
had
Blair
pain;
Willie
what
with or without board. 918 Dougtin
paper Syndicate.)
morsels of Ice between my
Fellowes and Alma Raymond.
las avenue.
pips; that the darkness around me had
It couldn't be true, she told herself.
of
"Yeggman."
turned grayer.
Origin
not after what Dick had whispered to
William A. Pinkerton introduced the FOR RENT Three room house with
Years and years later a yellow Btar
her the night before last. A muffled
to the knowledge of
bath on Eighth street. Phone Olive
rose and etood still before my open
sob startled her and she opened her word "yeggman"
world above the gutter about a dozen
5462 or call 918 Douglas avenue. .
teyes; and after a long while I saw
eyee to see Biddy's hot tears falling a
years ago in an address delivered to
on her feet.
National Bankers' association. He FURNISHED
"Why, Biddy, what Is the matter? the
cottage for rent. 417
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
the word as existing in
establishes
asked
Are you in trouble?"
Lydia symEighth.
and criminal dialect, therefore
tramp
pathetically.
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
in police speech by evil associations,
Biddy wiped away the tears and lift as indicative of a tramp who blows FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
contribute
to
directly
want
If you
It
,
"Excuse
me,
reddened eyes.
n
to the occurrence of capillary bron- ed her
safes and postofflces with the aid of
ground floor, with or without board.
use cough medi- Miss Lydia, I didn't ought to break
which is known in the
and
chitis
pneumonia
725 Sixth street.
voice
her
down
you
before
1 -but"
cines that contain codine, morphine,
same dialect as "the soup." On less
silence.
into
heroin and other sedatives when you quavered
Mr. Pinkerton credits the
sure
RENT To lady or gentleman
"But what, Biddy?" asked Lydia gen name ground
hflv a coush or cold. An expectorant
of an eponymic Johnny Yegg, FOR
13
1
iiu Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
tly.
employed, comfortable, furnished
first or the foremost
the
puntatively
what is needed. That cleans out tne
Biddy drew a long sigh.of the art
room; no health seekers, phone
culture beds or breeding places for
ma'am," she practitioner
"Men is deceivers,
Purple 5301.
otner sobbed.
the, wrnis of nenumonia and
Do
the
Riding.
LeU
"Hubby"
is
penumowhy
(term diseases. That
"I am sorry you have found them
"I see you have a saddle horse now," FURNISHED ROOMS for light house
ti
nia never results from a cold wheu so." faltered Lydia, startled at this
used.
the man In the cafe.
is
observed
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
own
troubled
her
of
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
thoughts.
It has a world wide reputation for its voicing
"Yes," acknowledged the other. "My
ma'am."
or
"Yes,
cures. It contains no morphine
doctor advised me to go in for
"It isn't Micky Doolan?"
other sedative. For sale by all deal
I've never done any of it be- CHICHESTER
riding.
PILLS
ma'am."
ers. Adv.
"Partly,
BRAND.
A
fore."
lfruKifUt for a
your
Ak
"And Andre, Biddy?"
Ladle!
of
amusedeal
a
"Do you get
good
1M?hefMr'B JHamond lirr.nl
J'lll in Kcd and liold tnetailicVX
Biddy'B face went into her hands, ment out of it?"
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Tnke n other. Iluy of your
reddened and rough with honest toil.
But my wife enfcys it
fWith the Foul Breath of a Lion In DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
yes.
"Well,
N
Iriirripffc. Akforriil.f'irFH.TKI
cannot
as
local
applications,
by
they
DIAMOND ltUAM P1XL8, for ft
Her shoulders shook with her deep more than I do."
My Face.
as
known
Reliable,
Hest,C''fest,
reach the diseased portions or tne sobs. "It's him mostly, Mise Lydia,
Always
years
"I haven't seen her riding with
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
There is only one' way to cure
If was the fame of a candle: and ear.
your pardon for telling you you."
begging
constitutional
and
is
that by
deafness,
eomebody spoke my name.
troubles, and you that tired after
"Oh, she doesn't ride. She says
by an my dancing all night but there's no"I know you. Speed," I said drow- remedies. Deafness is caused
your
linit's safer and funnier to sit on a Professional Health Culture for Ladle
mucous
inflamed condition of the
to
tell, and she
but
sily.
park bench and watch me go by."
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When body
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER "You are all right, Scarlett?"
warned me against him!"
13 inflamed you have a rum
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
tube
this
Hair and Scalp
all right What time
General
Massage,
all
me
about
"Yes,
Biddy."
"Tell
it
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
S3 it?"
Facial Massage, Manicure
ain't no more to tell, ma'am.
Treatment,
"There
deafness
closed,
is
when
Start.
It
entirely
Modest
I heard the click of his hunting-ease- . is the result, and unless the inflam- Andre was married this afternoon to a
Plaza Hotel
"What do you suffragettes want
"Eleven o'clock."
mation can be taken out and this tube swell French girl who works in a maniOffice hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
anyhow?"
"What day?"
street He
restored to Its normal condition, cure place on Twenty-thir"We want to sweep the country,
to dad."
Satuday.',
hearing will be destroyed forever; had the ltnpldence to send
"When was I hurt? Many dayB nine cases out of ten are caused by me and
"Well, do not despise small beginCARRIAGE
sugo many weeks?"
AUTOMOBILE,
catarrh, which is nothing but an in"Never mind, Biddy. Andre did very nings. Suppose you make a atart
half-pas- t
mucous
three
the
at
were
hurt
flamed condition of
"You
to
when
attention
he
to
,
AltO
you
dear,"
my
wrong pay
with the dining-roomthis afternoon."
was already engaged, and I know that
SIGN PAINTING
We will give One Hundred Dollars
1
turned on the white pillow.
under the circumstances you will be
Fine Garden.
by
deafness
of
(caused
this
case
is
for
bed?
Where
any
this
is
"'V.tere
he gave up his posi"How's your garden getting along?"
N. O.
catarrh that cannot be cured by glad to hear that father
room?"
this morning
says he is
tion
circulfor
"Fine. Over three weeks ago I
Send
Cure.
429 GRAND AVE.
Catarrh
Hall's
I
tell yon?"
"ShM!
a
taxicab."
to
to
the point
operate
going
decided that it had got
I was silent, struggling with mem- ars free.
1
to
comfort
think
"It's
P. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
where it was abla tq take care of
ory.
won't see his false face no more," itself."
Sold bv Drtie?r!Hts, 75c.
"TeU me," I pV.d. ' "whose bed la
Subscribe for The Optic.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti sobbed Biddy, as she dried Lydia's Ut- Adv.
pation.
!.
.
, "It ie
CHAPTER

LOBBY
' SHORT

basin.

e

J CHAPTER IX The circus arrives
at Byram to decamp.
tT'.'iii pe where Scarlett secures a license
"Byram'e people, elephant and all,
p om the mayor.
struck the road a little after three
X An order Is received by o'clock this morning, in good order,
f!wChapter
missm.'ij or calling the citizens to arms.
not a tent-penor a frying-pa('.MATTER XI Jacqueline, daushter of ing. They ought to be in Lorient by
n:.,' l,i?(rii, oilers to Join the circus to early afternopn."
,'i-exhibitions In the character of a
"Gone!" I repeated, blankly.
Hii'Tn.i.id.
I
at him, striving to realXII Scarlett makes friends ize lay looking
the change that had occurred In
mii'.i me 1.1 sard.
so brief a time trying to understand
lett
CHAPTER
calls on the
at her home in Paradise. He the abrupt severing of ties and condiSylvia Elven fli.n there. Ho learns tions to which, already, I had become
'the countess has withdrawn from the SO' accustomed
perhaps attached.
icialists. They swear eternal friendship.
all sent their love to you,"
"They
C'HAT'TKR XTV-T- he
I.Izard learns for he said.
"They knew you were out
that Mpr- 'Scarlett, through one
iiiac is head of a communistic conspiracy. of danger I told them there was no
fracture, only a slight concussion.
PTER XV Scarlett learns
iff A of
Sylvia Elven through a fellow Byram' came to look at you; he
jper'crmer named Kelly.
brought your back salary all of It.
CHAPTER XVI-Onregarding the I've got it."
'treasure trains are changed owing to the
After a moment I said: "Has Jacque.HJUonvery of a plot at I.ori,ent.
line gone with them?"
CHAPTER
are received
"Yes. They sail today from Lorifur the expulsion of the circus. Buckhurst
nftr.fiears in Paradise and secures recrulbs ent. The governor made money yes
for the red flnjf. Si arl.-tadmits he Is terday enough to start again. Poor
love with the couniess.
He's frantic to get back to
Byram!
America; and, oh, Scarlett, how that
good old man can swear!"
(Continued From Saturday)
Speed, did you say that little Jac
Tric-Tra-

191J

g

Conspirators"

'j
SYNOPSIS.

6,

tie feet and tucked tbera Jatp tune
satin slippers.
"And how about Micky Doolon, Biddy? Will you be glad to know that he
has been hired to take Andre's place
Biddy's head was bent over

By

Robert W.Chambers

OPTIC. MONDAY, OCTOBER

Market Finders
Classified ad, seaxck out the people to whom among ait
those who MIGHT BY the particular thlaj 1 worth uost

o

That property yon want to sell is WORTH MOSt ve iobwu
nd woild aever kwu ;
who reads the ads. in ttls Mwspaper
were
advertised Here.
your property unless It

Other, who read and ana gr ads. in thla aewttaeer want lum
are anxious 10 pay eaan lor) books, automobiles, ated Baehlaary
and furniture, articiM of vsetulness ef any tort, and masietl u
trumeata.

1

At the classified ada. are read by all aouiala bmywa, of all
alble aorta of thiKS, they kave com te be Cadera of tae best auu- seta.
'
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The drawings made by Alton Pack
ard at the Duncan opera house Satur
day evening have been, placed in the
Y. M. C. A. Anyone caring to see
them may dp so by visiting the asso
elation.

THE OVERCOAT
QUESTION

:vf,"r'..,,w!!.,,.
7

ONIONS
cCASBAGE
TOMATOES
SWEET POTATOES
SQUASH

FANCY PEARS
FANCY APPLES
FANCY BANANAS

I
il

Light autonibile lamps
o'clock this evening.

BEETS
TURNIPS
, LETTUCE

FANCY PEACHES

if LOCAL NEWS

"I"

CAULIFLOWER
CELERY
CUCUMBERS
CARROTS

CHICKENS

1

MONDAY,

mjERMELOIJS 30c EACi
The Last of the Season

learns' Store
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President
3. B. Davis, Vice President.
Halleti Raynolds, Cashier.
K. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

.
is here and
Among the list of names of those
Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon who have
for parole at the
applied
what kind
at the Opera Bar.
Adv. slate
to buy.
penitentiary is John Callov.ay,
who robbed the J. H. York residence
We reThe regular monthly meeting of the here three
years ago and secured a
commend
school hoard has been
ADLER-ROCHESTEpostponed watch and numerous other small ar
from tonight until next Monday nighi. ticles.
was
(Calloway
caught in
Dodge City, Kan., and brought to this
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
OVER
city where he was sentenced to the
in wood. Direct from the distiaery
COATS
penitentiary. Action on the requests
to you. At the Ibby, of course.
Better fit,
for parole will be taken at the meet
AdT.
better tail
ing of the penitentiary commission
oringr, cor
ers, which is to be held next week.
A marriage license was Issued Sat
rect styles.
Blue serge
urday afternoon at the court house
The Ward and Baily, teams will
to Jose Gnego, aged 24, and Juanita bowl
suits just
tonight at the Elks' club, open
Ortega, aged 19. Both are residents ing the fall tournament that is inter
received.
of Los Vigilea.
They will
esting the Antlered Folk and their
please you.
ladies.
Wednesday night Joe Danzi
Miss Louise Lowry, who underwent
ger's aggregation will tackle the Hal- Taichert 's
an operation at St. Anthony's sanita let
Raynolds team. Thursday even
Clothing
rium yesterday morning, is reported
bowlers will
ing Charles Danziger's
Store
to be doing nicely today and well on endeavor to
defeat Fred Xolette's
Correct
to
Gar
the road
recovery.
Barbers, which Nolette says they will
forMen
ments
do by a close shave, if they do It at
The East Las Vegas fire depart all. All Elks and their ladies are in.
'KH iuchkithI.
:jfn?::i;:':;::::H::f':;::i
ment will hold its regular business vited to attend the
games of the
meeting tonight. It is said' that a tournament.
duck supper will be given to all the
members present at the meeting,
Saturday morning at his home at LAS
Los Alamos Henry W. Griffith, aged
The board of directors of the Las 61
years, died after an illness of sevVegas hospital will hold its regular eral weeks.
Paralysis was the cause
monthly business meeting tomorrow of his death. Mr. rjrirnth had been
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the hospital. a resident of New Mexico for the
All members are requested to be
past five years and was a native of
'
present.
Indiana. He Is survived besides his
wife, by five sons and four daughters.
.1. M.
Martinez reports the Rome- - The funeral will be held
Thursday
roville road, which has been in bad from the Griffith home at Los Alamos. DR. HOWE IS ELECTED
THIRD
condition for several months, is now Rev. J. L. Imhof of this
VICE PRESIDENT, TIPTON
ofwill
city
in good repair, due to the work done ficiate.
NATIONAL DELEGATE
Interment
will be in Los
under the direction of the road com- AlamoB cemetery.
mission and the board of county com
A'buquerque, Oct. 6. The New
missioners.
The fixing of the tax levy for the Mexico State Medical society adioum
coming year, which usually Is done ed Saturday afternoon, and after a
Today and yesterday have been the early In the summer by the board of banquet at the Alvarado hotel that
busiest days for tLe local garages that county commissioners, has been de- night the visiting physicians benan
have been seen this year as far as layed by tie failure of the
equaliza- thei departure for their homes.
tourists are concerned. The traffic tion board at Santa Fe to return the
The society held election Saturday
was heavy both from the north and assessors' books. TEe
equalization morning at the Commercial cmh nnrt
south. The general direction ta in. board has been in hot water ever decided to hold their next
meeting
ward the coast where many people since the assessment return
began to here. The officers elected follow:
are going expecting to locate until come In. The
depth of the water Dr. H. B. Kauffman, president; rr.
after the exposition.
has been Increasing from day to day, W. T. Joyner, Roswell, first vice
and there Is no telling when the books president; Dr. Evelyn Frlsbie, second
Although it was announced last Sat of the various assessors will be re vice president; Dr. William w
uruay that the report on the winners turned. It Is understood the levy m East Las Vegas, third vice president-- '
of the prizes at the county fair woald this
county will not be increased this Dr. F. E. Tull, treasurer; Dr. LeRoy
bo made today the various committees year. Last
year, in spite of a heavier Peters, Silver City, member of counIn charge, for various reasons, will state tax, the San
Miguel county levy cil; Dr. W. R. Tipton, East Las
be unable to announce the winners was not increased.
Vegas, delegate to American Medical
until the middle of this week. The
association; Dr. S. S. Swope, Dem-- !
A local business man said
complete list probably will be eiven
this ing, alternate.
wicnin the next two days.
The New Mexico
morning that had the exhibits that
Society for the
were shown at the county fair been Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
Charles Hart was arrested yester preserved the exhibition would have and the medical
society held a joint
day evening by
Santa Fe Officer served a better purpose than was ac session Saturday. In the
morning Dr.
Itaelsbach on the charge of trespass complished, and that those in charge A. G. Shortle read a
on "A
paper
ing. He was sentenced to serve CO of the fair would have had
something Further Report on Cases Treated by
days on the city streets by Judsre to show for their efforts, whereas Artificial
Pneumothorax," and Dr. A.
Murray this morning. The sentence now nothing remains.' " The best of M. Forster of Colorado
Springs read
was suspended on the promise of the products shown there should have a
paper' on "Observations on the Dif
Hart to leave the city at once. Al been placed in the Commercial club ference in Altitude of
the East and
bino Alcarta, arrested
Saturday even rooms or some other suitable place West Toward the Tuberculosis
ing by Officer E. C. Ward for drunk- wheer the prospective settlers that
enness, was sentenced to serve ten come to Las Vegas might see what
In the afternoon Dr. Charles n
days on the city streets.
the country actually produces, ac Giese, Colorado
Springs; Dr. Charles
cording to this business man's belief. M. Hendrick3, El Paso; Dr. F. C.
Dr. M. F. Des Marais. countv su Las Vegas Is in great need of a perPrentiss, EI Paso, Dr. F. E. Mera.
perintendent of public instruction, manent exhibit of this kind,
Santa Fe; Dr. L. S. Peters. Silver
has apportioned $3,478 to the use of
City, and F. C. Bullock of Silver City
the rural school; districts of the
Colonel R. E. Twitch ell and W. E. spoke.
'
county. This is the regular Quarter Gortner will leave tonight for Raton,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFV
ly apportionment. Dr. Des Marais says to attend an annual meeting of the
the county schools are gettins into stockholders and board of directors FOR SALE Household goods,
range,
action.
Twenty or more districts al- of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Aicnougall cabinet, round dining
table, etc. 1009 sixth street.
ready have opened their school hous Pacific Railway company.
es, while more will open soon.
Nearly
every district in the county, will
X
have several months of school this
S3
year. There has been some del.iv
A Lot of New. Goods
In getting teachers,
owing to the
scarcity of available material.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100. 000

Our

M

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and
Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on
i "twin nvm mrraH'tfifi

Time Deposits
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"Nothing doing around
here electric lights are
worse than pistols and
bull dogs.
"Let's quit while the

ft

is good."

quitting

The annals of crime bear no record
of a wired house ever having been
Let us wire your
burglarized
house for Edison Mazda Lamps.

Las Vegas Light &

Power Company
E. Las Vegas,

--

New Mex.

W

BEST
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EVERYTHING

EATABLE
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Cookies
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lift Fiiones 24 and 4
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Cranberries,

Celery,

t

Peargt
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MATTRESS

$18 mattress on the market

J.C. Johnsen
& Son
LOCAL
AGENTS

BUY AH AUTO

Dtt 'VERY

WAGON

fnsvres Prompt Deliver ten at Minimum Fjrnanae

Quick delivery means satisfied customers nnri mnm r.iistnmf.rR whom vm. n.n
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFC.LD COMPANY,
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California

Just What You Want for

Apples,

be here this week nnlv. 4
Have him call at your home
...
. .
vf
H will cost you noliiino.
a
T

t

.

Delicious

Mora

15.0.0

113
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MRS. JACK M'GBEEVEY

Valley

,,.umnia

Vegetables.
Fresh- -
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Consignment
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Flour."

AUSPICES
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Phone Main

I1ILI MILS

oving Pictures, Too

Peaches,

H. GEORGE I
4

f. Will

CO.

unoJ

utnr-Tiir- v

Concord

.

1

COTTON

t

Christmas Gifts I
Prices Reasonable I
l

-

FELTED

In Their Clever Vaudeville Skit

Let-

Seckle Pears, Bartlett

!

STO ?vE i

ELAINE

The equal of any SIS.OOto

i. I

Virginia Sweet Potatoes, Cape

Grapes,

,

IIAYl'ARD

AN
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f
I Household Linens !

Cive Them a Trial and Be Convinced

I

OR

1

Think of BOUCHER'S.

Cauliflower,

'

GOMF

In Price.

Things to Eat?

tuce,

QUE 8AEERY GOODS ARE THE BEST IN THE CITY

flE

Cotton Guaranteed
Not to Lump nor Get Hard
$6.00 to S10.C0.
AH

isnniiriirD'c
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Routine business was the order at
the meeting of the board of trustees
of the Las Vegas land grant
Consisting of a fine selec- this
The board snent consider J. morning.
.
.
,
r i
able time settling claims.
Until the jl uon oi Handmade Laces
extended option of the Salt Lake Citv
1
I
L'
i
uuuI Liuuroiuenes,
promoters is ended, which will occur
Everythis week, the board will not consid
thing in Ladies' and Babies
er taking up the matter of
completing
the irrigation system. Should the
Wearing Apparel.
option expire without the signing of
a contract by the Salt Lake
City peo
ple, it Is understood, the erant board
All Kinds of Handmade
will leave no stone unturned
that
might lead toward the early comple
tion of the reservoir.

t

Bakery Goods Fresh Every Day
Ccxkes, Pies. PLolls, Doughnuts.

MATTRESSES
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AT THE HOME OF

r

YOlfH
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CATHOLIC

LADIES

ADMISSION25 Cents

,J

"THE STOHE THAT SUITS"

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

